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WORLD OF VIOLENCE
prison administration is purely a tech
nical question. Crime is a form of
sickness, and the more terrible itB nat
ure the more devastating a sickness it
must be.

A GANG ot Irish nationalists blew up
a prison van taking two of their com
rades to trial on charges of rebellion
against the English. Two Irishmen
(members of the IRA) were convicted
of planting a bomb in a crowded Eng
lish provincial shopping centre, killing
five people and gravely injuring twelve.
Seventy-two years separate these inci
dents in a continuous 400-year old
struggle and the thing they have in com
mon is that in the first case (Manches
ter c.1876) and the second (Coventry
August 1939) three men and two men
respectively were executed. So much
for the deterrent effect of hanging te r 
rorists.

•

•

Dostoievsky in The Idiot writes of
execution: ’’But the chief and worst
pain may not be in the bodily suffering
but in one*s knowing for certain that in
an hour, and then ten minutes, and then
in half a minute, and then now, at the
very moment, the soul w ill leave the
body and that one w ill cease to be a man,
that that that’s bound to happen; the
worst part of it is that it*s certain."
This cold formal logic of death puts the
state in a special category of criminal.

Indeed although one may construe it
as evidence in favour of hanging, one
Thomas J. ClaJse (alias Thomas W il
son) was sentenced to ,life l imprison
ment for plotting bomb conspiracies in
1883. Two of his fellow-conspirators
became insane because of imprison
ment but Clarke survived to be a lead
er of the 1916 rising — executed by
the British. {His widow became first
woman Lord Mayor of Dublin in 1939,)

There is little statistical evidence to
prove that the non-existence of capital
punishment increases the murder rate .
Sociologically there is much progress
in the treatment of crime and insanity.
Even our police (as witness the recent
sieges) are appreciating the value of the
non-violent approach as a tactic. What
the ends of the sociologists, the crim i
nologists and the police are is another
maiter.

The spate of recent bombings, shoot
ings and kidnappings has aroused in the
fearful breast of the British public (via
the newspapers) a call for the return of
capital punishment for ’terro rism 1.
This has been out-voted by the House
of Commons (to their credit) but therb
is no doubt that the precedent of a re f
erendum on the% E. E. C. w ill set many
minds - and some newspapers - work
ing in the direction of a referendum on
capital punishment for terrorists.

It is claimed we live in a society of
increasing violence but this is doubtfuL
What is certain is that the capacity of the
State for violence is inexorably increas
ing. In such a perpetual climate of viol
ence is it to be wondered at that the citi
zen resorts to private violence ?
Violence touches all our lives and it
ill becomes us to protest our innocence
of the wrongs of Ireland, the wrongs of
Malucca, of the wars in Tim or, In Ango
la, in Lebanon.

Apart from the impossibility of defin
ing *a terrorist* (except maybe as a notyet-successful statesman) there ar.e
various other complications in the ad
ministration of such a law. There is
the question of sanity - for surely the
excesses of nationalism verge on the
insane. The Homicide Act which was
the last ditch of the old hangers , had
many gaps in its carefully devised
schedule of non-capital murders - - i t
notably failed to include murder by p o i
son Li the death-penalty tariff.

Technological complexity and the crow
ding of big cities have made mankind
more vulnerable to individual terrorist
attacks (and to governmentally inspired
attacks). Therefore it is no use the citi
zen asking *Why M e?" and claiming to
be innocent. There are. At was said, no
innocent bourgeois; indeed there are few
innocent proletarians but acceptance of
responsibility is preferable to the shuf
fling off of such problems to the gaols
and the gallows.
. Jack Robinson.

If, in the heat of IRA bombings a deatn
penalty had been re-instituted it would
doubtless be centred on bombers and
possibly deaths by shooting would be ex
empted. Thus the utiadmirable Ross
McWhirter’s death would be unavenged.

THIS last issue of 1975 contains 24 _
pages instead of our nor nal fortnightly
16 pages* and covers the last three
Saturdays of the year, thus equalling
the 52 eight-page weekly issues antici
pated at the beginning of the year.' We
hope you enjoy the additional reading
during the holiday.

But such executions would provide a'
new litany ojf martyrs for poets like
Yeats to utter, adding (as he did) ra
terrible beauty is born1. What’ s so ,
beautiful about blood and guts?
The whole question of hanging and of

A Statement by the anarcho-syndicalist
paper A BATALHA.
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WITH THE fall of the particularly dem
agogic and partisan Fifth Provisional •
Government of Vasco Goncalves, the
Portuguese Communist Party loses its
polittcai positions in the government
and jindicatos (Trade Unions) and the
parties of the co-called Left take advant
age of the situation in order to increase
their own gains. Consequently, a large
political agitation is started. The par
ties of the Left' try to set up a united
front - F .U .R . (Revolutionary United
Front) which the PCP and the MDP/CDE
decide to join to offset their political
losses and also to try to capitalise on
this left-wing initiative, but their adher
ence is refused by FUR. The Armed
Forces Movement is falling apart and a ll
political parties try to enlist
into their
own ranks the militant workers and
soldiers. *
The economic crisis gets worse. More
unemployment, increases in prices and
devaluation of salaries.
W orkers1 agitation and m ilitary unrest
in the regiments is exploited politically
by the Left in an attempt to grab total
power or at least in order to return to
power the Fifth Government. The dis
appearance of weapons, the political
agitation in the barracks and the aggra
vation of the political struggle bring us
near to civil war. Although the new
Sixth Government feels its incapacity to
govern, it is evident that it has at its
disposal m ilitary loyalties found in pro
vincial units and the elitist "commandos”
which have managed to keep out o f poli
tical agitation. Relying on this loyalty,
the government has a strategic, plan
which is reapidly put into operation dur
ing the 25th November uprising.
The demands of the engineers and
building workers are politically exploit
ed and turned into demonstrations ag
ainst the Sixth Government, manipulated
by the hypothetical FUR in alliance with
the PCP. The paratroopers, manoeuv
red by sergeants sympathetic to the P C P ,
are ordered to move against the A ir
Force Command and occupy several air
bases. The FUR and the P C P , banking
on the present workers x agitation and
even on some w orkers1 councils joining
the uprising, demand to be armed by
the m ilitary units in revolt to take power.
The Radio and TV and the part of the
daily pres3 controlled by the P C P are to
be occupied and used to appeal to all
workers to join in the struggle.
It is evident that the government is
preparing a counter coup which is im 
mediately put Into operation. The radio
and T V are made inoperable by switch
ing control to Oporto studios. The
Continued
■'m—■■» on
« « «Page
• ■■< •*2»
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PORTUGAL

time, a score of elncUcatos Is questio
ning the dubious position of" the Interalndl cal in this putschist adventure.

Continued from P. 1

*

Commandos move against the units in
revolt which, due to their strategic iso
lation, are immediately neutralised by
the pro-government forces.
The putsch is practically over after a
few hours. Only at some points do
small groups of partisans try to resist
by responding to the call to arms.
The people arrested are mianly m ili
tary elements and in some cases a few
civilians.
There have not been any re
prisals against political organisations
known to have called for an armed uprisingjust before the putsch.
v

-t

+

The Left and the PCP will continue to
follow the schemes for an "October Rev
olution" based on power grabbing as the
point of departure for a Socialism which
in nothing identifies itself with the revo
lutionary gains of the Portuguese work
ers. In these schemes, there is no'
room for geograpltic and economic "conditionalism s’’ and Iberian idiosyncrasy
no'understanding for the originality of
the Portuguese Revolution, and no ad
vantages are taken in exploiting the riva iry between the Russian and American
imperialisms or the counterbalancing
effects of European interests in Portug-

al. It is of primordial importance to
enlargo and doopon the revolutionary
structures created already, in order to
avoid any reformist recuperations
which are alroady looxnlng in the form
of political cooperation with the Govern
ment.
Another conclusion can be drawn from
this adventure. The PCP is not a party
with a revolutionary vocation. Never theless the Left follows Its paths each
time they suhject themselves to the
PCP rules of the game. This was evi
dent in the putsch, which has revealed
a complete absence of organisation and
coordination and a blanquist opportun
ism on the part of the so-called
"vanguards".
Lisbon, December 1975
A BAT a LH a .

*

Left-wing parties and the POP had all
along given preference to the taking of
political power and to the consolidation
of their positions at government level,
in the local municipalities and in key
positions of the economy. The workers,
on the other hand, and due to their own
initiative and thanks to the rapid acqui
sition ot revolutionary ideas of their
sLruggle, did move towards the forma
tion of workers' control and of self
management committees, residents'
associations, village committees, col
lectivities, and agricultural co-ops.
The so-called Left was indeed more
sensitive to and under standing of this
workers' autonomous movement but the
PCP was not slow to notice its import
ance as soon as its own conquest of
power started backfiring.
The compeititon i i the field of the
sin dicat os and other working class org
anisations between the Left and the PCP
appeared very often convergent and con
fused at the same time - as in the case,
of FUR, which practically represents
nothing, with another improvisation con1rolled by the PCP-bCIL (Secretariat
of the Industrial Belt of Lisbon) wh ich
led to an evident rivalry and hostility.
Various political forces took part in
the 25th November events, but it is
now evident that the PC P, at the same
time as it was encouraging the Left to
expose itself to a revolutionary debacle,
was preparing to take advantage of the
government intervention that the m ili
tary would have to accept as the price
of the restoration of political calm.
The speech made by A lvaro Cunhai on
Sunday, 7th December denying any
responsibility in the putsch and attribu
ting the failure of the insurrection to
the adventurist extreme Left con f irins
the accusation of treachery being slung
at the PCP by the Left. At the same
ARGENTINA. Nine students, including
five Bolivian citizens, have been murd
ered by rightwing deaui squads, in re 
taliation for tiie assassination of a fo r
mer police chief. Two British people
are among those recently arrested for
belonging to an underground movement,
together with some Chileans,

LETTER
Comrades,
I have received your letter in a rime,
as you can imagine, of serious preoc
cupation, too unclear to define the sit
uation, still too full of dark recesses
and, according to our previous know
ledge of party politics in Portugal, fill
of political contradictions.
fcvery day, new details about the abo
aborted coup reach us and in order to
inform our comrades abroad we, at
A BATALHA, have compiled our ideas,
suppositions and interpretations of the
events In tne form of a pamphlet entit
led PORTUGAL -25th NOV&MBER A POLITICAL ADVENTURE - which
we send to you for publication.
It is true to say that tne PCP, In a
crafty move, did na noeuvre its milit
ary elements of the AFM into support
ing the attempted coup, ensuring at
the same time not to expose its politic
al organisation although the Oporto
section of the PCP, alongside the
INTERSINDICAL (the Tade Unions Cen
tral JjXJCf always bent on supporting
the PCP) did prematurely circulate a
communique supporting the coup, to
retract its support later when the up
rising went badly.
The other parties of the Left -PR P,
LCI,
LUAR and the other van
guards which make up the so-called
FUR (United Revolutionary Front)
were convinced of a successful out
come and consequently lent their sup
port to tne 25th November attempted
coup in a political move that openly
exposed their own political organisa
tions. For example, a PRP commun
ique, approved ton days before the
putsch at a meeting of their Central
Committee, naively stated, "in Portu
gal the conditions exist for an uprising,
which necessarily w ill be an armed
one. n
The parties thought that a few slogans
shouted through the radio
TV would

bring the masses out into the streets
and tnat things in the army side would
go O.K.
The FUR members, who now accuse
the PCP of treason, thought that if
they managed to achieve, as hoped, an
insurrection, one of two things would
certainly happen: 1) FUR participation
would be swallowed up by a bigger coip
controlled by the PCP; 2) the uprising would eventually be suppressed, having
been contained into a mere Lisbon
Commune.
But it is now evident that the PCP
did place its bets on two horses : i )
the defeat of an embarrassing extremeleft; 2) as a result, hopes for a bigger
stake in tie 6th provisional government,
dominated by the PSP, in order to ful
fil its comfortable reformist destiqy.
As soon as the last few shots were
heard, Major Melo Antunes, speaking
Lie TV, did Indeed consider the
entry of the PCP in the actual govern
ment as a positive contribution to social
democracy in Portugal. The PCP made
it a condition not to be soon seated with
the PPD in the same government (and
vice-versa) but at the end of this politi
cal wrangle, they both ended compro
mising.
Although the Government is putting
the Pressure on, up to now there is no
direct offensive against the actual posi
tions of workers’ committees, councils,
organisations, etc. . , . It could be,
as it is feared, that the gains achieved
by the working class since the 25th of
April. '74, w ill in time be politically
recuperated by the Government in the
softening process proper to a liberal
democracy.
It is against these attacks that anarch
ist action w ill have to be concentrated.
Emidio Santana
(Director of
A BATALHA)
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REPUBLICA
A CASE FOR LIBERTARIAN TR E A TM E N T
THE P O R TU G U ESE daily Republica is, for
many who believe In workers' power, a symbol of i
of revolutionary values and piactice which
should be carbon-copied in capitalist countries
This paper employs around 190 workers, in
cluding many women in the administrative de
partment, and its editorial po licy and the type
of workers' control exercised ore clearly estab
lished within the Editorial Statutes reproduced
on this page* According to members of its
staff who visited London recently, no political
party effectively controls this paper. The p o li
tical tensions are there, but up to the present
r>o specific ideology, other than the vaguely
libertarian/marxist pronouncement stated in
the article 6 and the subsection (b) of article
3, has managed to shape this d a ily paper under
workers' control in Lisbon.
But the most significant aspect of the
Republico experience is that wage differentials
do still exist among the members of the staff,
to the order of between 6 ,0 0 0 and 22,000
escudos per month ( £ 86 and £ 315) 11
According to one of the Portuguese workers
from Republica who spent a week touring the
usual political spots in Britain under the aus
pices of the Portuguese Workers C o-ordinating
Committee, this problem has already been dis
cussed among the workers of Republ ico, but to
date they have been unable to resolve it.
W hy? . . . i f the revolutionary Editorial Stat
utes, as an English edition of Republica claims,
have been approved in a General Assembly of
Workers, shortly after the takeover from the
hands of the Poruguese Socialist Party*
Legally, Republica is still owned by Editorial
Republica S .A .R . L. (SARL = limited lia b ility
company), it being a w ell-know n fact in Portu
gal that its shareholders are p o litic a lly associa
ted with the Portuguese Socialist Party of D r.
Mario Soares.
The quality and the sales of this paper have
seriously slumped since its occupation by the
workers, who claim that Republ ico has been
p o litica lly boycotted by the bourgeoisie, the
distributors, newsagents, Trade Unions and
even by the Portuguese Communist Party of D r.
A l‘ aro C u n h a l. In order to by-pass this boy
cott attemps are being made to sell the paper
directly to the p u b lic , namely inside factories,
co-ops and other so-called autonomous working
class organisations. For the paper's economic
survival, 40,0 0 0 d a ily copies w ill have to be
sold under the new scheme. Today's circu la 
tion is well below this figure - around 30,000
copies I M eanw hile, the owners of the paper
( i . e . the Socialist Party) are pressurising the
military authorities for the return of a paper
they don't need, since D r. Raul Rego, former
Director of Reoublica, is publishing a successful
doily paperJ^ A Luta, which reflects the views .
of the Socialist Party in particular and of social
democracy in general *
For us anarchists, the case of the d a ily paper
Republico shows clearly that there is, in practi
cal terms, a substantial difference between the
marxisf concept of workers' control and the lib 
ertarian practice of self-management (in Portu
guese jargon control e operOrio and auto-gestofl
The fact that the workers of Republica have not

yet managed to ollminoto the wage differentials
that exist amongst themselves and settlo the pay
ment of their labour according to the revolution- *
ary principle of "from each according to his
capability, to each according to his social
needs", simply demonstrates that any group of
•workers con label itself Revolutionary - mini
mum content: marxism-1 eninism-dictatoryshipof-the-proletariat - without having to funda
mentally change its social pattern at work or
at home.
Honest and practical implementation of
fevolutionory theories requires an equalitarian
consciousness and w ill, w hich, in my opinion,
does exist in the vast majority of the workers
of Republ tea . If anything, these workers are
invlived in a bitter political struggle against
private capitalism and against the formidable
forces of social democracy in Portugal.
The
extreme authoritarian left inside and outside
Portugal call it being revolutionary, but un
fortunately the poor ideological content of
Republica and the capitalistic relationship ex
isting among its work force are a vivid denial
of their claim . So much for the beautifully
worded Editorial Statutes of Republ icq .
§

It is interesting to note that workers of Republica accuse their political enemies (the bour
geoisie of course) of exploiting this disparity in
salaries in order to divide the workers, to wea
ken their resistance and to cause sectarianism
where it does not exist. The fact is that, a l
though Republica denies it, the work force is
already divided into male and female labour,
into low , average and high wages and compartmentdtion of skills. This social division of
labour is more dangerous than the political d iv
isions they try to resist from outside, for the
work force of Republica w ill disintegrate more
quickly under economic and social strain than
under the political attacks of the M ilitary or
the Socialist Party. Time w ill te ll. £ j aucje
Copies of an English edition of Republica
22,000 copies) at 25p each are available from
the Portuguese Workeis' Co-ordinating Commit
tee, 12 Little Newport S t . , London, WC1
This English edition reflects fairly well the
hermetic type of marxist journalism found in
the daily editions of Republica in Portugal,— C .

Backing the Revolution
for a Place
AMONG THE melancholy duties inhei>
ent in -writing regularly for FREEDOM
is a constant reading of the left-wing
press. One of the mournfully consent
exhi Hts is the depressingly successful
Socialist W orker of which, when it annouiiceiftfiat It was to get money (a con
stant aim of the paper) for a computer
ised type-setter, I hazarded the .opinion
that I thought the paper was regularly
produced by a computer.
Such is the predictable nature of its
contents that strLkes, Portugal, stud
ents and the National Front are fed in
at one end, duly programmed to quasiMarxist formula and out comes the
weekly paper.
A minor product of this method (in the
13th Dec. lsttue) is a typical neadiine:
'’Portugal : Now we need the cash more

thou evor
But the constant insistence on the val
idity of all strikes - and strikes are, at
the moment, scarco - has trapped I.S.
into backing a strike in - of all places Ladbroke's, the well-known London and
provincial bookmakers.
Whatever one feels about sport and the
basic nobility of Houyhnhnms (that is horses) it is obvious that betting and
gambling are appealing to the capitalist •
ic acquisitive instincts of the masses.
It is perhaps a deep-laid plot of I.S,
to extend the strike at Ladbroke's in
order to bring down this pandering to
the pernicious proclivities of the popula
tion but I. S. has been observed to rebuke
Ladbroke's for welshing on a bet pay-off
(I have a feeling It was a coloured fellow worker in this case so perhaps it was
racial discriminal).
One remembers the Daily Worker
reaching a considerable number of the
masses by its employment of Cayton, a
skilled (or lucky?) tipster; perhaps a
sim ilar ploy to capture the masses is
being essayed by TI. S .'
But perhaps I* 2>. is only involved in
tie usual wearisome interimethik that
when the revolution comes we shalL abo
lish betting-shops but for the present
bet with .Toe Corai not with Ladbroke's
who are persecutiig their workers i
Jack Robinson.

Communist Abortion
THE COMMUNIST Party of Italy lias
been behaving rather oddly since the
chance of getting into power has oeen a
distinct reality. An amendment to
article 2 of Italy's abortion laws which
would have given pregnant women the
final choice over abortion was debated
and soundly defeated on December lith
in the Italian parliament.
The parties voting against the amend
ment were the Christian Democrats and
the fascist MSI. The Communists ab
stained from voting, thus allowing the
DC and MSI victory. Furthermore,
the PCI has been working very hard to
prevent the referendum on abolition
taking place. The relevant 500,000
signatures were gathered by the instig
ators of the Radical Party and consti
tutionally the referendum should take
place if {as happened) the abortion law
was not appropriately amended In
Parliament.
The reason? The PCI are anxious
to enter into power In a coalition with
the thoroughly-corrupt "filo am ericano" Christian Democrats. To do
this they must (a) avoid upsetting the
DC mafia, (b) present the PCI as an
orderly parliamentary party. Support
of a referendum would lose them their
claim on both counts.
The rank and file of the PC I, how
ever, are solidly in favour of the
abortion referendum.
Francesco.
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GARRY RN SEDUCING!
FIRST OF A L L ,"let us say that we de
plore the self-congratulatory tone with
which the liberal press greeted the ac
quittal of the 14 BWNIC campaigners
on Wednesday, 10 December. In all the
outpourings, on one hand about the vindi
cation of the right to free speech in this
country, and on the other about the ex
pense to the State (sic) of the trial \about
a quarter of a million pounds), nothing,
but nothing, was said about the costs
imposed on the defendants in time and
anxiety, as »vell as in financial terms.
The BWNIC people have now declared
that they will intensify their campaign
and, as part of it, according to a Guard
ian report of December 11, urge the
creation of trade unions within the army.
This present agitation in Britain runs
parallel to events in France, where efforts to form soldiers' trade unions
have been condemned by all parties and
unions except the PSU (Unified S-ocialist
Party) and branches of the CFDT (Con
federation-fran^aisc democratique du
travail), and where comparisons with
Portugal have been dramatically drawn;
though one could as well see the present
trade union activity of many people as a
simple attempt to instal a more account
able system in the army resembling that
of West Germany, where conscripts
elect "shop stewards" to deal with com
manding officers. (However, to date at
least 22 soldiers and civilians have been
charged with "undertaking to demoralise
the army"; they face trial oefore the
Court of State Security - an exceptional
treason tribunal first created hi 1963 to
try OAS members - and possible sen
tences of from 5 to 10 years' imprison
ment under article 84 of the French
penal code).
As for the situation in Britain, we
would encourage BWNIC to continue
their campaign as far as helping sold
iers and extending facilities for them is
concerned; but It must be stressed that
military trade unions would almost cer
tainly be reformist in character - that
is , a away of improving life within the
military set-up, or alternatively, a
means of forging the army into an in
strument for the realisation of left-wing
political ambitions- But it is most un
likely that they will provide a method of
outright attack on the military structure
itself, or a means of absolute refusal to
cooperate with it.
It must always be remembered that,
in the words of the French anarchist,
Serge Martin, now in, jail for doing just
that, and who lias refused to apply for
The draft re
sister JeanLouis soulie
i3 dragged 4
off to prison
where he
subsequently
makes a bit
of a
nuisance
of himself.

DEFENCE OF THE 14

the status of CO and so will be tried an
a criminal, the army, even if "demo
cratic ised", remains "a State within the
State with its own police and it9 own
justice, it is (at least in France) the
biggest landowner, extending its domin
ation by force. . . it is the instrument
of Capital (private or .State); breaker
of strikes and colonial oppressor; it is
the tool of ideological and moral oppres
sion and above all, instrument of war in
defence of Capital, State and Church".
(And, in this context, we must remem
ber too that the lessons of last year's
‘ strike called by the Ulster Workers'
Council, were not lost on the British
government and that much research has
•since boon made Into methods of crush
ing political strikes - army manage
ment of power stations, control of mass
media etc. - though large-scale resis
tance to the army in British cities
would still be very hard to suppress).
Bearing this in mind, our altitude must
be one of complete intransigence to
any form of militarism, and certainly
also one of profound scepticism con
cerning the creation oT military trade
unions, from an . anarchist point of
view.
G. F.

IN ITS obituary of Edward Hyams who
died last week in France at the age of
65, The Times omitted to mention
among his books the two recent ones
on terrorism: Killing No Murder and
Terrorism and Terrorists . Hyams
was a polymath, an expert gardener
and authority on the vine, besides be
ing a talented translator and novelist
with a libertarian point of view.
His
novel Gentian Violet is a particularly
good satire about a candidate who
11gilts both left and right seats in an
election. He was one of the first wri
ters on conservation, with From the
Wasteland (1950) and Soil and C ivilization (1952).
i f i i i i » T i M» i r « t i i r i r i r i A f » i i » i » r i i
A CHARLESTON (S. Carolina) horsecarriage owner has declined to put
'nappies' on his horses as required by
a local bye-law.
r i i i m i i r i t i i i » i i i i t i t i } i i t i i i r » i ?i
THIRTY representatives of the four
Northern Ireland paramilitary organ
izations were secretly meeting in
Holland. Officially they were discus
sing 'the formation of workers' coop
eratives' but it is reported that the
UVF (U,ster Volunteer Force) repre
sentative walked out - did he disag
ree on the 'diwl* ?

"A
subversive
pissing his
bed ; he's
doing it
deliberately
to fuck up
everyone \ "

THE
TR IA L of thcl4 supporters of
the British Withdrawal from Northern
Ireland Campaign onctod at the Old
Bailey on Wednesday, 10 December Human Rights Day - with a tnass ac
quittal on all the thirty-one charges
the jury were asked to consider.
These charges were:
1) Conspiracy to contravene the incite
ment to Disaffection Act 1934 ("endea
vour to seduce members of Her Majes
ty's Forces from their duty or allegi
ance") with which all fourteen were
charged;
2) Possessing seducti/e documents
contrary to the Incitement to Disaffec
tion Act (the leaflet "Some Information
for Discontented Soldiers" and in one
case tne leaflet "Some Information for
British Soldiers") with which 12 of the
14 were charged;
3) The charge against B ill Hethertngton
of trying to seduce a sailor from his
duty also contrary to the Incitement to
Disaffection Act.
Gwyn Williams and John Hyatt were
also charged with helping deserters
contrary to the Army Act 1955, Gwyn
on two counts of helping George Exelby
and John on one of helping Dick Oliff.
Both had pleaded guilty to these char
ges at the beginning of the trial; Gwyn
was fined £100 and John £50.
After a trial lasting ten and a half
weeks (and estimated to have cost
£250,000) the jury took just an hour
and a half to reach tneir verdict. Many
of them said afterwards that they had
decided quite early in the trial that
they would not be able to convict the
14, but apparently some only decided
on the last day of the judge's summing
uo, which was, according to many of
the lawyers, the most confused and
oiasrjjJ they had heard. The verdict
came in just before lunch and the jury
were officially dismissed, but they all
decided to come back after lunch to
"keep an eye" on Judge McKinnon while
he sentenced Gwyn and John. For a
few minutes the people took over the
court, and in the cheering, waving aid
hugging that followed, the distinctions,
preserved so rigidly for nearly eleven
weeks by the court, broke down bet
ween defendants, friends in the gallery,
the lawyers, the press, and the j ary.
V
It remains to be seen how this vict
ory will affect tne other people on
Charges to do with the leaflet "Some
Information for Discontented Soidiers".
It seems unlikely that Andrew Lloyd
w ill in fact have a retrial (a jury fail
ed to decide in September whether or
not he possessed the leaflet contrary
to the Incitement to Disaffection Act).
The "Platt Fields 6" are due to come
up for coxnmittal at Manchester Magis
trate s' Court on January 3, charged
with possession of the leaflet and
breach of the peace. (They are not
supporters of BWNIC and were in fact
performing street theatre when arres
ted; two members of the group were
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then planted with copies of "some In
formation. *, " in the police station).
The "Aberdeen 4" are due to appear
at Arbroath Sheriff Court on January 16
charged under both Sections 1 and 2 of th
the Incitement to Disaffection Act in
connection with "sTDa" which they were
distributing at a barracks in Arbroath.
Ronnie Leo, one of the 14 already
serving a Ihrec-year sentence for tils
activities with the Band of M ercy, an
anti-vivisection direct action group, re 
turned to prison to coninue his sentence.
He hopes to be given parole in the
spring. Meantime, please write to
him: 184051 Ronnie L ee, HM Prison,
Du Cane Road, London, W,12,
The Defend the 14 + Campaign wishes
to thank comrades for their support and
solidarity. The BWNIC Defence Group
will continue to acl in defence of anyone
arrested in connection with BWNIC acti
vities. Contact: BWNIC Defence Group,
Box GO, c/o 197 Kings Cross Road,
London, WC1.
BWNIC itself w ill of course continue
to campaign for its two basic demands;
1) the complete withdrawal of British
troops from Northern Ireland in the
immediate future,
2) the ending o f the Union between B rit
ain and Northern Ireland.
Support Is welcomed from people who
want to help with anti-recruiting, p o li
tical campaigning amongst civilians
and contact with s o ld e rs . (A new
troops leaflet, with up-to-date inform
ation, to replace "SIDS11, is in prepar• ation).
Contact: B W N I C . c/o 5 Caledonian
Road, London N. 1.*I

T H O U G HT*S P R O M
AN
EX-DEFENDANT
I DON’ T KNOW which w ill stay burn
ed into my memory longer — 7 a. m.
on the 10th of September 1974, when I
woke to find two policemen at the end
of my bed with a search warrant under
the Incitement to Disaffection Act; or
12.45 p. m. on the 10th December 1975
when the foreperson of the Jury in Old
B ailey’s Court 12 started going through
the 31 verdicts at the ond of our trial
*... every one a unanimous Not Guilty.
But whichever it Is, the full 15 inter
vening months w ill certainly not be fo r
gotten as a time when my political life,
my personal life, were truncated; and
when my judgement about my politics
and my thoughts about where I was go
ing were twisted - even more than I
realised at the time - by the force of
what was hanging over me.
The fourteen o f us in the dock were
all supporters of the BWNIC in some
way or other, though in some cases
only nominally. We are a ll some sort
of pacifist or an Li-militarist - and
mostly on the radical wing of the
"peace movement", borne of us were
anarchists - and some who weren’ t
must have moved in that direction by
the time they’ d been through the
State's m ill. One of the defendants,
in her evidence, referred to standing

up to an oppressive Stale. "Do you ^
’ mean state in the sense of condition?"
• asked the judge.
Many commentators both during and
si,icc tne trial nave echoed some of the
defence speeches in referring to the
"clash of cultures" involved, and the
clash between people whose whole under
standing of society i6 based on genuinely
different experience and knowledge.
There is a view of "justice" which ac
cepts the "impartiality" of the prosecu
tion, the judge, the police, the army,
all r epresenting "the Crown", all on one
side. But the defendants had much of
the press and public who were there,
our wigged friends, and ultimately the
jury, on ours. Indeed alt these parties
- jury included - were represented in
the vast huddle of ids sing and hugging
people outside the court afterwards. A
number of individuals in the press, both
"straight" and "political" (including
some from papers whose politics is
quite different from that of the 14) gave
as strength during the trial - as much as
anything else simply by their presence.
Being part of this clasn from within,
I became reinforced in my view that to
describe it as a clash of "cultures" is ai
least as accurate a way oT looking at it
as to call it a clasn of "classes". But
how do you set about encouraging people
to at least open their minds enough to
accept a liberal demand that they don't
enforce their view of the wo rid on
others ? You can't of course, when that
world-view includes a belief in systems
of control, and they're at tne top of the
system. There has to be a revolution.
Unless one takes the view that such peo
ple should be eliminated, they have so
somehow to re-experience the world.
It's this complementarity between chan
ging ideas and changing power relation
ships that makes necessary a symbiosis
between building a new culture and oppo
sitionary politics. This is why in a lib
ertarian nonviolent view of change, they
must both go hand Li hand. To deny one
is to refute the other too, however much
one says that one's denial of one is to
concentrate the better on the other.
(And if FREEDOM readers wonder why
I maxe a fuss about something which
may seem obvious anyway - they ought
to look at some items written by Woody
in Peace News_ recently,)
Apart from confirming some of my
beliefs about society, whax else has the
15 months taught me? It's shown me
that one can feci a lot better in unpleas*'
ant situations by following one's gut re
action: alter the raid I took some leaf
lets that hadn't been found and seized
from my home and went straight to a
station to find some soldiers and give
them out - - it helped. It made me rea
lise the absurdity of always thinking
" If only.. . " - there have been a thous
and and one things around the tria l that
were almost unbelievable (such as the
potential juror who the prosecution ob
jected to who it turned out had 3pent
some time on our picket line outside
before reporting for jury service —
think of the tales if he had been on the
jury-) - but there have been plenty of
things that did happen that were quite
absurd enough. And I've learnt that if
people try very hard to behave like the
individuals they are, tn the face of

great dehumanising institutions, just
once in a while it's possible for "us"
to out-"vibe" them, to out-love them,
and in what for mo isn't the right word,
lo out-fight them. For me it's been a
very major battle, ’ But I hope for all
of us it won't be an unhelpful ot* insig
nificant one.
Albert Beale.
1

MEETING

LONDON
FEDERATION
ON SATURDAY 8 December a meeting
was held between groups/individuals
interested in the formation of a London
Anarchists Federation. About fifteen
people turned up. Various groups were
represented, including Freedom,
L . S.E. Anarchists Group, East Lon
don Libertarians, N.W. London Anar
chists, Harrow Anarchists greup, In
ternational Tim es, W. London Anar
chists and non-aligned individuals were
also present.
The forthcoming national Federation
Conference was the main item of dis
cussion, especially the "principles"
which it was generally agreed could be
forumlated by the adnerents to the Fed
eration. The opinion of a ll those pres
ent was sought to sec what aspects or
issues should be included in those
"principles". Among the items men
tioned were who we are against, soli
darity, work, a mutual aid fund, sub
scription, and so on. As regards a
"mutual aid fund" It was suggested that
it would be reasonable to levy a minim
um per capita subscription which would
be used for such purposes.
The expected comments that we were
being elitist in talking of a set of principes at this point in time was also
made. It was suggested, indeed ac
cepted, that principles regarding what
we believe and how we go about achiev
ing the type of society we envisage
should be the subject of great discussion
"from now till the revolution",* It was
not generally accepted, however, that
we refrain from attempting to draw up
a set of principles, since every discus
sion requires a starting point.
We would like to remind a ll who at
tended the Conference at Warwick in
November that the draft principles
suggested by any group/individual for
publication in the Internal Bulletin
should be sent
Philip Sansom, 20 Albert Street,
London, N .W .l.
Anyone interested in the Federation
and wishing to know more about it
should contact Philip Sansom at the
above address.
FREEDOM CORRESPONDENT

A UNITED States congressman announ
ced that for the first five months of
this fiscal year the U.
has been sel
ling arms at the rate of 14,000 million
; dollars (7 million £ s) a year. A 47%
increase on last year's record .

RESS JOBS
THREATENED

THc. LABOR bureuacrats of the A F L CIO contend that union members in the
United states generally earn higher
wages and enjoy a better standard of
living than their non-union counter
parts** While this may be true, there
is no need for George Meany and his
hirelings to become too self-congratu
latory* The fact remains that trade
unions1 membership in the U.S. has
been on the decline for more than 15
years* Today, the combined membersliip of the A F L-C IO 's 115 affiliate
unions together with the membership
of such independent unions as the
Teamsters represents only 20% of the
nation's more than 90 million workers*
%

However, even more damaging to
the business union orientation of the
American trade union hierarchy is the
fact that it cannot even protect the
rights and interests of workers in
shops that have been '‘organized".
This is dramatically underscored by
the pressmen's strike at the Washing
ton Post*When the pressmen began their
strike on October 1, they made a
concerted effort to immobilize the
newspaper's nine presses in order to
prevent the Post from publishing*
However, the newspaper missed only
one issue and reappeared on October
3rd.
The Post was able to overcome the
damage to its presses by helicopering
its m aterials for printing to other
printing plants and newspaper press
rooms. In the meantime, repairs on
its own presses were made and the
P o s t was soon being printed again in
its own pressroom . This tim e, the
presses were run by non-union man
agerial personnel who had been
trained over the last two years for
the specific pui'pose of substituting
as pressmen in the event of a strike.
The ability of the Washington Post
to resume production without its reg
ular pressmen attests to the enorm
ous changes that have been made in
the technology of printing a newspaper.
Printing, once a combination of sever
a l highly skilled crafts, has been re 
duced to relatively simple mechanical
functions which can be taught in a
short time. The trade union "leaders"
o f the Pressm en's union are unable to
cope with automation used as a tool by
the bosses to cripple a strike because
they fa il to understand the role that
automation plays within capitalism*
Automation advances are part of a
conxiiuing process that is inherent In
the capitalist system of production.
Capitalists like those who run the Post
are under a constant compulsion to im 
prove the means by which labor is ex
ploited, and hence, to maximize prof
its. Today's unions are simply not
structured to cope with this phenomenon,
F irst, by virtue of the exclusive craft

FREEDOM BOOKSHOP
8 4 b W hitechapel H ig h Street
(in A n g e l A lle y ) L o n d o n E1

nature of many unions, they are unable
to shut down a modern capitalist enter
prise like the Post* Many workers
who belonged to other unions crossed
the picket lines of the pressmen and
went to work. A lso, despite the fact
that automation threatens the jobs of
pressmen at every newspaper plant,
the employees of every other newspaper,
inclduing the Washington Star, contin
ued to work.
Second, since business unionism has
made no attempt to organize the vast
majority of American workers, the
bosses can always find a ready re s e r
voir of unorganized workers to serve as
scabs. Thus, the pressmen achieve
little by withholding their labour from
the Post since they are easily replaced.
Finally and most Important, automa
tion w ill continue to destroy the jobs of
workers as long as it is controlled by
the bosses. However, if workers con
trolled the means o f production another
potential of automation could be real
ized. It could become a vehicle for r e 
ducing working hours and spreading the
required labour time among a ll workers,
However, this w ill never happen under
capitalism.
The American trade union movement
is at a crossroads. If its present o r i
entation continues, the result w ill be
more defeats like that at the Wasnington
Post.
However, through revolutionary
unionism which aims at the abolition of
the wage system and at the establish
ment of genuine workersr self-manage
ment of the shop, workers can control
and conquer social forces like automa
tion which have been unleashed upon
them by the capitalist class,
Mark Weber
Kropotkin Society.
Post scriptum: Printing p4ress opera
tors" at the-Washington Post, who la ve
been on strike for 10 weeks, are due to
be replaced on December 14 by 200
non-union workers. The operators'
union has already been ousted at news
papers in Miami, Dallas, Kansas City,
Los Angeles and New Haven.

U S S R , The Soviet dissident, Sergei
Kovalyov, was sentenced on Friday, 12
December, to 7 years' jaul and 3
years' exile in Vilnius, Lithuania, for
a first offence of "anti-Soviet agitation
and propaganda". The Soviet authorit
ies reported that the tria l had been open,
but Kovalyov's friends were not allowed
into tiie courtrroin, and tile accused
himself was refused access to a defence
lawyer of his choice. Kovalyov's name
is associated in particular with the
"Chronicle of Current even tstf. His
sentence illustrates the yet tougher line
now being taken against dissidents by
the Soviet authorities, and is undoubted
ly an indication of their growing fear.
t f ) t i i i i i i t r t 11 i i if i i r 11 i t f f f f i i i » * i

We have again in stock the throe
titles in the Thames & Hudson series
Documents of Revolution: The Anarch
ists in the Russian Revolution edited
by Paul Avrich ( £i . 35 + 2lp post) con
taining extracts from Volin, Borovoi,
Maximoff, Makhno, Kropotkin, Berkman, Goldman and many others; The '
Communards of P a ris edited by
Stewart Edwards, which includes many
contemporary newspaper reports, pro
clamations from various groups within
the Commune, documents of the Natio-f
nal Guard, letters, posters, nearly all.
of them anonymous but converying
more clearly than perhaps anything
else can, the spirit of the P aris Com- .
mune (£1.35 + 2/Ap). Lastly from this
scries is The L evellers in the English
Rev olution edited by G. Hi. Aylm er
(£ f. 95 + 2 l p ) , which includes extracts
by Lilburne, Walwyn, Overhen and
Reports of the Putney Debates and the
texts of various L e v e lle r Petitions,
pamphlets, tracts and Agreements,
Linked with that we have again in
stock the complete works of that most
seminal of English Revolution figures,
Gerrard Winstanley, edited by Geox'ge
H. Sabine - a marvellous fund of w is
dom, under standing and experience
(699 o p ,, hardback). The Works of
i G errard Win Stanley is £9.95 plus
61p postage.
(F or those who can
not afford the Sabine edition I recom 
mend Win Stanley : T he Laws_of_Free dom and other writings (75p + l9p),
edited by Christopher Hill. A lso by
Christopher H ill is a useful new book
on radical and libe rtarian ideas during
the English Revolution: The Woidld^
Turned Upside Down (£1. + 19p post.)
Lastly, the second issue o f Z Revue
is available, an excellent mixture of
poetry, illustrations and articles (in
cluding one by the late Lilian W olfe,
and another on the Conspiracy T ria l of
the 14 Pacifists by Dennis Gould), to
gether with reviews and a short play
let, a ll going together to make a really
excellent little mag (15p + 7p).
•
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SOME FREEDOM

PRESS
PUBLICATIONS

A B C of ANARCHIsM 25p (post l i p )
ABOUT ANARCHISM I5p (post 6p)
ANARCHISM AND ANARCHOSYNDICALISM
’ 2Op (post 3p)
ANARCHY
25p (post 9p)
BAKUNIN & NECHAEV 20p (post 9p)
THE S T A T E , ITS HISTORIC ROLE
2Op (post l i p)
COLLECTIVES IN THE SPANISH
REVOLUTION, paper £2(42p) cl £4 (48p)
LESSONS OF THE SPANISH REVOLU
TION. paper 75p (42p) cloth £ 1, 50(43p)
Publlcalions •& bookshop lists w ill be
sent on request (stamped envelope
appreciated)
THE BOOKSHOP W IL L BE CLOSED
DEC. 25tb and 2Clh.
T el. 01-247 9249.

COR HE SPON DENC E

DIALOGUE

THE POUCE COLLEGE
BRAMSHILL HOUSE
Nr. BASINGSTOKE, HANTS
Telephone Hartley Wintney 2931.

CC.l/EW

JUMMER SCHOOL
Dear Comrades,

18th November, 1975
Dear Mr. W alter,
We are currently planning the next Command Course for senior police officers
.and would like to extend an invitation to you to speak to them on the subject of "I'he
Anarchist Movement - its Ideals and Objectives’*1.
We are aware at the College of the need to confront senior personnel with the
whole range of political ideologies current in our society. With this in mind we are
inviting leading political figures to give their personal views and philosophies.
The day we have in mind is Thursday, 5th February.
We thought you would speak for perhaps fifty minutes to the Course of forty five
, students and then discuss with them in small groups, some of the issues which you
have raised.
We do hope you w ill be able to accept this invitation and Join the Course for lunch
afterwards.
Full expenses and the academic fee would of course, be paid.
Yours sincerely.
Dr. G. Picton Davies
Director of Academic studies
_________ _________________________________
Command Courses

I wonder if any other comrades could
be interested in a summer school, orobably under canvas for a weekend or
longer in summer 1976. I would be
glad if interested comrades would write
to me at the above address. Suggest
ions of possible venues, speakers,
topics of discussion and offers of help
all gratefully received.
Yours fraternally,
Ron,
c/o Grass Roots,
109 Oxford Rd.
Manchester,. 1.

C_OR.B

ANARCHISM IN BRAZIL

^Nicolas W alter replied from his home address on 23 November, asking "Before I
say anything m ore, could you please te ll me what fee you have in mind for lecturing
and then leading discussion.,. " and was told in a letter of 3 December that 1st Class
travelling expenses and professorial feo_of £25,35 would be paid. The hope that he
would join them for lunch was repeated^ N. W. *s reply of 5 December follows:

Dear Friends,

Dear Sir,
" I have received your letter of 3 December informing me that you would pay me a fee
of £25.35 plus first-class travelling expenses to lecture for fifty minutes and lead a
discussion for fifty minutes on the subject of the anarchist movement.
I do not wish to receive either a fee or expenses from the police, but if you w ill make
an unconditional donation of £30 to the British Withdrawal from Northern Iceland Cam
paign Defence Group, Box 39, 197 Kings Cross Road, London WC1, I shall accept
your invitation to speak on 5 February, I shall confirm the time of my a rriva l as soon
as I hear that your donation has been received ."
^

^
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9th December, 1975
Dear Mr. W alter,
Thank you for your letter of December 5th.
You w ill appreciate that I itemised the fee and expenses payable in my letter,
because you requested me to do so in your letter of November 23rd. If you now say
you do not require a fee or expenses then that is entirely your affair.
I am afraid we cannot comply with your requiest to make an "unconditional dona
tion to tiie British Withdrawal from Northern Ireland Campaign Defence Group",
though of course if you wish to donate your lecture fee to them, then that too, is your
affair.
I am sure you w ill appreciate that the College cannot be involved in any political
action of this kind.
I f you still feel you can accept our hvitation we vould be pleased to see you.
Yours sincerely,
Dr. G. Picton Davies. .
12 December 1975
Dear Sir,
I have received your letter of 3 December informing me that you cannot comply with
my request to make an unconditonal donation to the British Withdrawal from Nor then
Ireland Campaign Defence Group.
I appreciate that you are not prepared to be involved in any political action of this
kind. Perhaps you w ill appreciate that I am not prepared to be involved in any politic
cal action of the kind you suggest.
I cauinot bring m yself to speak for money to an audience from an institution which
has over the years harassed, assaulted, persecuted , -and framed myself and many of
my friends and colleagues for political reasons - - though I could bring myself to
speak to your senior officers for nothing if you would make an equivalent donation to
some of those friends and colleagues most recently subjected to police oppression.
Yob tell me that if I still felt I could accept your invitation, you would be pleased to
see me. I tell you that if I still felt I could accept your Invitation, you would not be
pleased to hear me. And even if I could bear to speak to you, I certainly could not
bear to eat with you.
Yours faithfully,
Nicolas Walter.

Through a printing erro r, a line or
two was omitted from my essay on
"Anarchism in B razil" which appeared
in Freedom’ s Anarchist Review of oth
September 1975. The last line of the
first paragraph should read as follows:
"Until the 1920s most Brazilian trade
unions were Anarcho-Syndicalist in
orientation, and long afterwards they
retained strong libertarian tendencies.
Brazilian communism, moreover,
sprang mainly from the anarchist mov
movement rather than from social de
mocracy, giving the Brazilian Commu
nist Party a marked libertarian cast,
particularly during its early years,
which it lost only with the consolida
tion of Stalinism in the 1930s. " . . .
Yours fraternally,
Paul Avrich. .
We offer our apologies to both author
and readers for this erro r. Eds.
A PROPOSAL FOR AN ANARCHIST
MEETING
JULY, 1976, is the anniversary of
Bakunin's death. Perhaps this is a
good occasion o? excuse to ha/e anoth
er larger meeting of anarchists.
As there is no active group In Bern,
where Bakunin is buried, we in Zurich
have decided to attempt to orga4iizo a
gathering of some 801 *1 .
since we are so few in number, we
would definitely need others1 help .
With this letter we want first to find
out if there is any interest at all, and
second, to gather concrete suggestions
as to when, where, and in what format
Continued on Page

CONTACT
WE WELCOME news, a rticles, reviews
letters* Latest date for receipt of copy
fo r inclusion in next ^Review section is
Monday 29 Dece mber. News/ Features/
Reports/Letters7Contact Column is
Monday 5 January.
N E X T DESPATCHING date of FR E E 
DOM is Thursday, 3 January. You are
welcome every Thursday afternoon (ex
cept Dec. 25th) for inform al get-togeth
e r and folding session.
M EETINGS
FR ID AY DEC. 19. Campaign for the
R epeal of the Immigration A ct. An
evening of music, theatre, dancing &
food from many countries (and English
beer) 7,30 pm at W aterloo Action Centre, 14 Baylis_Rd. j J>. E. 1. Entranc e 50p
OLDHAM. North West W orkers A lli
ance Meeting. Bob Buird on Unem
ployed W orkers Committee^. Tuesday
Jan, 7Vh 1976, 8 pm at Bath Hotel,
Union Street, O ldham.__________________
BW Nld London Group meets 7. 30 pm
Tues. 7 January at 6 Endsleigh S t,,
WC1. _Mtgst .istJTuesdajy ?yery mont[i.
BRIGHTON." "inaugural meeting of local
group National Council for C iv il L ib 
e rtie s , Friends Centre, Shin Street,
8 pm on Monday 19 Jan u a ry .________
W om enAgainst Fascism in Spain m eet
Fridays 6 pm at 33 Earlham St. WC1
Anarch ist women would be welcom e.
Anarchist Forum, speakers C orn er,
Hyde' P ark , alternate Sundays 1 pm.
Speakers, listeners & hecklers
welcomed. ______________________ _____
GROUPS
AB e R G A F F e NI contact 21 Monmouth
R oad ___________________________________
BATH Anarchists & non-violent activ
ists contact Banana, c/o Students Uni
on, Univ e rs ity , (flayerton Down, Bath
BOLTON Anarchists contact 6 Stockley
Avenue, Harwood, Bolton (teL 337516).
Anyone interested in the Syndicalist
W o rk ers' Federation in Bolton area
contact o r write sW F also at this ad
dress.
N E X T YE A R 'S firs t fortnightly issue
w ill be out on Ja.mary_1_Q. The price
o f FREEDOM on sale in shops and
from our other indtividual and group
s e lle rs w ill oe 12 pence. This is to
meet increased printing cost, which
occurred last month. We a re, how
e v e r, keeping the subscription rate un
changed as iong as we possibly can,
since the subscribers are penalized by
the Post O ffice (who prom ise a further
Increase in 1976). Our subscribers
and donors to trie P re s s Fund are as
necessary to FREEDOM C ollective
as the people who put the paper togeth
e r , because without you to form the
backbone o f the paper's finances there
could be no FREEDOM. P lease include
FREEDOM among your yuletide expen
ses and send your 197 3 renewal as
soon as you can.

CORBY anarchists write 7 C rossw oll
Walk, Corby, Nortiumts NN1 211.
(Bookstall closed for wintor months. )
COVENTRY. P eter C om e, c/o Union
of Students, U niversity of W arwick,
Coventry._____________________
_____
DUNDEE. A lis ta ir Dempster, c f o
Students Union, A ir lie P la ce, Dundee
BAST LONDON Libertarians Group,
F or details of meetings write 123 Lathom
Road, East Ham, E. 6.
__
__
EDINBURGH. Bob G ibsonr? Union st.
Edinburgh_________________________________
G LAS GOV now has acentre at 17 Bute
Gardens, Hillhead, Glasgow. __
HARROW7"W rite Chris RosneV, 20 TreVcoe Gardens, Rayners Lane, Harrow
H A ^ 9TB___________________________
IRELAND. Libertarian Communists con
tact Alan Mac Simoin, 4 A rd Lui P ark ,
Black rock, C o. Dublin.^_________________
LEEDS Anarchists contact Cahal Me
Laughlin, 15 Brudenell G rove, Leeds 6
LEICESTERAnarchist Group* Contact
Pete and Jean M ille r , 41 Norman st. ,
(teL .549C52JL_____________________________
LEICESTER" Anarchist nLibertarian
C ir c le 11 continues to meet e v e ry Thureday at Black Flag Booksh op,! W line at.
OXFORD* Anarchist Group c/o Jude,
33 Hurst street
_
__
PORTSMOUTH. Rob A tldn son ^2i"H avelock Rd. j^^Soupisea^ Portsmouth, Hants.
SIDCUP & Bexley. W illa n y anarchists
con tact 29 Halfw ay_ st._Sidcup^ Kent.
NEW ZEALAND7 Steve Hey, 3V Buchanans R d ., Chr^tchiirch^_4 ^teL 496^793)
PE O PLE /PU B U C A TIO N S &c.
Change of addres:jj C elia, Fiona and
Laurens O tter w ill, as o f 20tn D ecem ber,
be at College Farm House, W ellington,
Salop T F l 1PR. TeL_^tiH_0952.54723_
AN" AN ARCH Y "OF WORDS, a"short *
autobiography of Poem s. 25p from Pal
P a rk e r, 186 Gloucester T e r ., London
W* 2._________ ______________________________
PO RTU G AL. The Portuguese AnarchoSyndicalist paper A B ATALH A (sales
5000 copies per fortnight) needs the sup
port of a ll comrades outside Portugal.
Send your jdonaUons^, books, pamphlets,
&c. to A B A T A L H A , Rua Anegltna
VkUu 17-2-E^t ^LISBOAK P o r t u g a l____
John Nightingale (446510) H. M. P riso n ,
New North Rd. E xeter wd. be glad to
hear from ol d& _new^ fr ie n d s ^ ________

A

PROPOSAL. . . continued from P ._7

we could have this "con gress11. A ls o ,
who elee would help in organizing.
We have discussed among ourselves
severa l variations:
- - A congress in a hall (fo r example
in o r near Zurich, as it Is centrally
located fo r a ll of Europe), maybe with
a demonstration and discussions and/
or speeches :
Advantages:

less dependent on the
w eather, better for older
people.

--som ething outdoors (fo r example in
Jura) :
«

Advantages:

F re e r atmosphere
perhaps cheaper
the chance to camp out.

Further questions and p ossib ilities:
--D iscussions on the activities o f the
various groups from different count
ries
--D iscussion on Bakunin
— A demonstration?
- - A film (maybe Spain 1936)?
--W h ere can people sleep?
--D ate (the date of Bakunin'9 death is
July 1. We could perhaps convene fo r
a long weekend in July o r August)
— P rom lem s of trans lation
--speech es.
We would appreciate your ideas as
soon as possible: w rite us please with
your reactions.
with warm reg a rd s ,
Gruppo James Guillaume
Postfach 599
3950 Zurich
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D 0LG 0FF S D IL E M M A
trSEMPRUN'S ' BETE NOIRE' is the C N T-FA I ’ bur
eaucracy1.
For him the 'bureaucracy is most res
ponsible for the defeat of the Revolution’' writes Sam
Dolgoff. He agrees with L e v a l that some of our Span*
ish comrades were soon "infected with the virus of
power", but thinks that to charge "as $«mprui\ does
that the C N T -F A I r. . •degenerated into a virtual bur
eaucratic dictatorship.. . 1 is a gross exaggeration
bordering on slander". A few sentences later lie r e 
turns to the subject and asks how "the most democrat
ic labor movement in the w orld" could* i f SemprunMaura is to be believed* "became in a few months an
unendurable bureaucratic dictatorship", •. "The CNT
with only one paid secretary for a membership of
over a million was structured to preclude or reduce
the danger of bureaucracy to an absolute minimum."
%

The illustration on the right is of an office block in
Barcelona which was occupied by the C N T-FA I

THE NEW BUREAUCRATS

ced CNT). Every factory and workshop; every public serv
ice and collectivised enterprise had its nominees from the
CNT and the UGT and it depended on the importance of the
enterprise whether they were full time or performed their
duties in their spare time. Ouite rightly the CNT exploited
the situation to escalate its propaganda and published several
dailies as well as innumerable weeklies and monthlies* all
all of wnich* of course* had to employ editors, reporters and
omer staff. Among the refugees to whom the London com
rades extended solidarity after the final surrender in the
Central area were two editors of CNT dailies. One had been
the editor of the Valencia daily Fragua social* a most enter
taining Central European cynic, who, however, was more in
terested in chess than revolution* a marxist'rather than an
anarchist. The other had been editor of tie Madrid daily
C . N . T. He had been a journalist in the early thirties, and to
summarise the blurb to his Memoirs* after quitting the Mad
rid daily La Tierra in 1935 for "ideological reasons" and
"after some months without a job" he joined the CNT as a
carpenter's mate. When the civil war broke* out he partici
pated in the struggle, later becoming editor-in-chief and dir
ector of the daily C .N .T . until the end and as a member of
the Committee of the ML*. (Spanish Libertarian Movement)
in the Central Region contributed to the organization of the
uprising against Negrin and the Communists".

throughout the struggle and all the vicissitudes of the
political struggle within the popular front (the most
critical of which* for the C N T-FA I in Catalonia were
surely the May Days of 1937). I mention this because the
syndicalist apologists for the policy of collaboration oy the
CNT-FAI in government and a ll the State institutions are at
pains to point out* as Dolgoff does* that the C N T-FA I were a
minority compared with "the many millions of rank-and-file
workers, socialists of the UGT union, republicans, Cataloni
an and Basque separatists, oetty bourgeois peasant propriet
ors e t c .." . And for good measure he adds* in parentheses
however (an after-thought* as it were* which presumably one
need not bother to give too much weight to!) "nor were all
CNT members convinced anarchists". Indeed having with the
aid of a magnifying glass read the white banner I can confirm
his after-thought for it reads "The Mercantile^ (? ) of Elect
ricity & Power Salute the USSR" and underneath "C N T -A IT "
(AIT is the Spanish equivalent of IWMA the anarcho-syndic
alist International), But on the balcony above the banner
"COMITE REGIONAL C N T -F A l" are a lot of people and
others can be discerned on the other balconies of this ugly
stone building* one of four in the plaza.
That "one paid
secretary" was certainly not there1.
If the photograph was
taken after the C N T-FA I joined the Central government then
he was probably in Valencia where the Government as well as
the National Committee of the CNT and the UGT and all the
political parties had gone when the m ilitary threat to Madrid
by Franco's forces made life for the bureaucrats uncomfort
able. So occupying that office block was not the National
"one paid secretary", who was in Valencia in axiother big
building with a il his paid retinue; not the four CNT ministers
with a ll their staff (and surely an "anarchist" Minister to do
his/her job more effectively mus t employ comrades who
shared his ideals and illusions). As the banner says; behind
these i50-odd windows is the "Regional (that is Catalonian)
Committee of the C N T -F A l", a bureaucratic machine of
which I have never seen a detailed account of its composition
and role* but one knows that it housed and employed a large
number of full-time C N T -F A l officials and typists as well as
non -Spanish comrades who were engaged on propaganda in at
least four foreign languages (French, English* German and
Italian plus Esperanto). Paid or unpaid, on a large or smal
ler scale, members of the C N T-FA I having played a major
role in freeing the towns and villages from the military up
rising were involved in taking on cargos (bureaucratic jobs)
to cope with the surge of new members.
One musrt bear in mind that a ll workers had to join a Union
(either the socialist-controlled UGT or the anarchist-influen

Obviously tliis did not occur overnight. One imagines that
after the elections of February I93G the CNT bureaucracy
was already emerging* and all kinds of job hunters were
joining the Confederation in the hope of jumping on tie band
wagon.

'

But what I nave referred to* the people who occupied that
building and many more equally impressive ones with CNTFAl blazoned across their walls, represent one bureaucracy,
that of the libertarian movement as such. The other bureau
cracy was considerably larger. The decision to join the
Popular Front in government resulted in another bureau
cracy* springing up* much larger* more sinister and danger
ous for it extended to every level in a ll the institutions of
local and national government. Whei\ for instance* the civil
guards and the assault guards were disbanded in Catalonia in
the first days they were replaced by "patrullas de control"
whose role was to maintain order, and this 700 strong corps
was manned! by 325 nominees of the CNT* 145 of the UGT
etc. * and in their turn were controlled by a Central Comite'
of Patrols consisting of 11 Section delegatee of whom 4 were
from the CNT* 3 from the UGT etc, * and a CNTer, Jose
Asena* was the Secretary General. This is only one of the
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hundreds of other examples that could be given to build up
a picture of a bureaucracy not of professionals much as tne
C ivil Service might he called but of a politicised bureau
cracy which though appointed by the various organisations
and parties (one wonders how the appointment of the CNT
nominees was made) received its orders from the Govern
ment.
Dolgoff sees no problem here. Maura, he blithely points
out, "ignores the fact that the CNT 'oureaucrats* had no
way o f compelling the members to obey their orders or ac
cept their decisions; that the members hip would defy any
one to do so and instantly repudiate them". This is quite
true if one is taLcing about the bureaucrats behind those 150
windows up there. But apart from the fact that the syndic
ates were playing a growing role in the economy, as a part
of the State machine* and therefore having coercive powers
to implement their decisions, the CNT representation in all
the State institutions depended for its authority not on the
CNT rank and file but on the government and its powers for
seeing to it that its decisions were carried out. The rank
and file members were soon faced with two lots of CNT
bureaucrats who, with the passage of time became more
and more remote from them. Semprun-Maura's observa
tions on this subject (pp. 149-161) are of considerable int
erest as are the examples he gives of tnis duality in the
CNT bureaucracy. For instance he quotes the case of the
Industrial Councils which Included members of the CNT
appointed by the Catalan government and other CNT mem
bers appointed by the syndicate of the particular industry.
"The task of the fo rm e r," writes Semprun-Maura,
"was to defend tne authority of the State, the others,
the independence of the syndicates and their control
over the economy (and both were faced in any case oy
the resistance from the 'rank and file 1). • . The CNT
representatives who were in the various sections of
*The Collectivization Decree of October 1936 in Catalonia
is too complex to be discussed here but illustrates what I
am trying to say. The reader is referred to Lessons of
the Spanish Revolution, po« 107-J.10.
BOOK

tao huroaucracy, had to appoal for 'organisational
discipline', some demanding respect for the authority
of the comrade Minister. . .others for that of the
comrado general secretary of the syndicate in question. "
In Somprun-Maura's view this was not simply a paper war
between a proliferation of cornmltteos and commissions.
"it was a struggle for supremacy between two tend
encies within the bureaucracy. The first, which I
have called 'syndical* and which was almost entirely
represented in Catalonia by the CNT - FAI and the
second the State bureaucracy in which a ll the political
and syndical anti-fascist organisations were rep re
sented - including the CNT - but in which with the
passing or time the stalinist influence was increasing. "
Anarcho-Syndicalist leaders :*uch as Juan P e iro were
quite clear as to where they stood in this struggle between
the bureaucracies. In an article published by Solidaridad
Obrera at the end of January 1937 he wrote:
M. , , before thinking of collectivisations and social
isations a ll or which at the moment sm ell of corporativism , priority must be given to the creation of
organisms capable of con trolliig and administering
the new economy, free from tutelage by the Slate and
its institutions. To create the organisms which w ill
be of use to us in structuring the collectivisation and
socialisation of social wealth, this is also to make a
revolution; for to conquer positions and to establish
ourselves within them so that when the war is ended
we w ill be able to organise the new economy, is also
a profoundly revolutionary than to destroy the econo
my by expropriating, collectivising or socialising
industries, a tasx for which nobody was prepared
because among other reasons we lacked the special,
adequate organisms required for a socio-political
task of this magnitude. "
•

io
much for the idea that ail initiative must come from
be low I
(to be-continued)
RE VIE W

COUNTER CULTURE
THE COMMUNAL EXPERIENCE*. * Anarchist and Mystical
Counter-Culture in Am erica, by Laurence Veysey.
(Harper & Row) I95pp., $i5,,00__________ _________________
IN HIS LATEST book. Turtle Is land,Gary Snyder lists the
groups and movements which should be encouraged : "Gnost
ics, hip M arxists, Teilhard de Chardin Catholics, Druids,
Taoists, Biologists, Witches, Yogins, Bhikkus, Quakers,
Sufis, Tibetans, Zens, shamans, Bushmen, American Indi
ans, Polynesians, Anarchists, Alchemists, . . " Snyder
wants a radicalism that is at once ecological and libertarian,
and primitive and mystical.
In a book nominated for a National Book Award, Professor
Laurence Veysey argues that radicalism like this forms the
most significant and promising strand of the radical tradition
in the United States. It is not a "political" current. In the
sense of confrontation or striving for (or against) power.
Instead, it fashions lifestyles - - a radicalism, in his view,
of middle class withdrawal into intentionalcommuiuties for
mystical self-development and the creation of new libertarian
structures off in the hills. He calls this "cultural radical
ism " and seeks to demonstrate that it has a long history
which points in the only direction radicalism may hope to go.
This argument, to corrupt a mystical phrase, has the
resonance of one hand clapping. Veysey has picked up the
idea of "cultural radicalism" from the movements of the
'60s and projected it into the past by examining a aa&ll
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number of twentieth century communes.
He looits at an
anarchist commune begun in 1915 and an anarchist commune
of the 1960s, a Vedantic colony from early in the century
and a mystical New Age one of tne last few years. What
kind of mystical and libertarian tradition does he find?
A
difficult one to identify, for even within these four com:mimes the variations are enormous and mutually hostile.
This is a tradition that, if it exists, truly unifies opposites.
One pole of this "cultxr al radical" tradition, as it turns
out, Is singularly unpleasant, hardly radical, and not at all
libertarian. This pole, represented by a mystical commu
nity in New Mexico, fascinated Veysey, and its lengthy des
cription of i30 pages comprises the longest section of the
book. Until a few years ago the group lived in the desert.
They were led by a middle-aged engineer whom Veysey
calls E zra, a tyrant educated in Gurdjieff and an oddlot of
other mystics. E zra, who was a talented windbag, control
led his followers with painful psychological probings and
dazzled them with endless eruditions on a ll subjects. The
colonists awaited a New A ge, but there was nothing one
might call radical about them. They rented cars to one an
other. They had only the vaguest political ideas; Ezra ex
pressed some sympathy for Ronald Reagan and J. Edgar
Hoover.
what are we to think of such "cultural radicalism "?
Veysey has badly confused the ideas of radicalism - going
to "the root" of things, cultural or other - with m erely be
ing unusuaL Mysticism obviously isn’t radical in itself,
neither is living in the desert, This New Mexico colony

it
reminds us how much mysticism has helped form the re
action or the 19708, just as it influenced the radicalism of
the ’ 60s* Veysey has found some nonconformists here,
but no radicals.
%

The colony does illustrate features of what he has in
mind for hie communal tradition. It had abandoned the
larger society and moved away from "the mainstream",
and in its rural retreat it passively awaited the great
changes to come* It was not active but contemplative, in
.its fashion. But of course many rural colonies have not
shared these characteristics — the wellknown Owenite ..
and Fourierist societies of the a 9th century, for instance,
were neither passive nor withdrawn. And in fact, not
even all the colonies that ^eyeey examines fit his tradi
tion of withdrawal-and-contecnplation. The anarchist
colony he studies that was at Stelton, New Jersey (l9 i5 a 940s) seems like an heir to the secular radical commun
ities of a century before, and bears few similarities to the
New Mexico commune*
The Stelton colony was decidedly radical, and remarkably
successful* As the poet Sherwood Trask, who taught there,
commnted: "Stelton* • ♦ (chicken coop that it was) had the
real thin g » " Here is a convincing case for a genuine tradi
tion of cultural radicalism: a counter-cultural colony delib
erately radical in political affairs as w ell as in daily life ,
The description of tills colony is fascinating, despite the
argument it serves to illustrate (or, actually, to refute).
Unlike the other colonies that Veyeey examines, Stelton
never cut its ties to the rest of society. It was rural and
distinctive, but not isolated and withdrawn. Many colonists
commuted every day to New York garment factories, and
city radicals in turn visited the colony over the summer*
The Stelton community was distinctly class conscious.
Members participated in labour and radical struggles, and
the colony received support on occasion from radical groups
and needle trades unions. Stelton was very little like a mon
astery or ashram, but awfully like a visionary and deeply
radical version of the other institutions built by radical wor
kers early in the certury*
Momentum for the Stelton colony evolved from an educa
tional project in New York named for Francisco F e rre r, the
libertarian teacher executed in Spain. A number of promin
ent radicals worked in the project, including Emma Goldman,
W ill Durant (who was a pacifist anarchist at the tim e), and
John R. C oryell, the man who created Nick Carter.
The
F e rre r Association operated as a free university not unlike
the new Free Association in New York, until its move to
New Jersey in A915* some of the wellknown personalities
’ dropped away but others joined at Stelton, among them the
artist Hugo G ellert and the anarchist writer Hyppolite Havel*
At its peak more than two hundred people lived there.
Status distinctions were suppressed, official hierarchies
largely avoided, conforming to the anarchist ideas* Deci
sions were made at general meetings, but without establish
ing a government* Although colonists individually owned
their own plots, the community .was fundamentally co
operative*
The most distinctive feature of Stelton's cultural radical
ism was the focus on libertarian education in the colony's
F e rre r Modern school* The children ran a ll over the col
ony and learned by doing without the coercion of arbitrary
’ discipline. They didn't have to sit in class or even attend
school at a ll, though most did for the pleasure of it (it was
a pleasure i). Not only the designated teachers but a ll the
adults were available to them, or open to pressure or caj
oling. Artists like G ellert taught drawing, a printer, was
Inveigled into teaching writing. It was a free structure,
but not a non-structure: the personalities of the school
directors were too strong for that.
The school comprised a sort of left wing of the P rogres
sive education movement (which Veysey does not note), and
in that spirit its leaders hoped their students would revolu
tionise a ll of society: "The liberation of the human race
through libertarian education." The political nature of the
school was the chief point of contention in the colony: should
the school teach radical doctrines, or avoid doctrines of
any sort? Veysey locates in this dispute the split between
. cultural and political radicalism. Whatever the explana- ,

tion, differences over ideology and party allegiance chron
ically plagued Stolton, even among the children: the worst
moments may have come early in the *30e, as Veysoy
points out, when young Communists marched around the
c olony wearing uniforms, a red flag, as it were to the
anarchists. Nevertheless the education factions, like the
bitterly hostile anarchists and Communists, lived together
for decades.
i

There is of course a comparison to the '60s in a ll this.
Veysey contrasts the anarchist colony of the early period
:after a 9a5 with anarchist communes of the late '60s, and
demonstrates certain limited sim ilarities. Another compar
ison he doesn't make: the F errer school is unmist&keably
like some of the contemporary libertarian Free Schools, as
described, for instance, by George Dennison in Free the
Children (net surprising* for both draw from Tolstoy).
Veysey's concern is most of a ll with the personalities of
the people at these other colonies. He looks for typical
traits, with no rra rked success. As a. result he spends too
little time on the intellectual roots of Stelton: there is no
dicussion of the important influence of Tolstoy, Kropotkin,
and Lester ward on the colonists, which is too bad because
the success of the colony and the interest it holds for us
can't be considered apart from its intellectual life. Like
wise Veysoy focuses lltiQe attention on the educational theory
and methods of the F errer School. His account does not
replace the school's a925 presentation of itself (The Modern
School of Stelton by Joseph C. Cohen and Alexis ,C. Ferm ),
Veyaey argues that libertarian ideas in education "probably
link much more naturally with political liberalism than with*
radicalism".
He seems unaware that, seen from another
perspective, the F errer School was an American expression
of the rich tradition of Jtfuropean anarchism's interest in
libertarian education. He also seems unaware .of the histor
ical interest of the F errer School for American education*
• ---------- ^
Veysey's interest in the communal countercultural tradi• tlon is based on liis attitude toward radicalism more gener
ally* He describes himself as sympathetic to radicalism:
the nature of this sympathy is to rule out radical movements
as a social force. Although he criticizes the consensus his
torians, his own image of American radicalism Is of an em
battled and often "unworldly” minority confronting an inert
and philistine “ mainstream” — surely a consensus view,
though a scowling one. Radical struggles are hopeless in
Veysey's view, not because they have been led by radicals
(which was Daniel Bell's celebrated argument), but because
"the mainstream is simply too numerous, too powerful, and
too selfassured". Certainly there is no hope for working
class action: "genuine proletarian radicalism” was probably
possibly only during a "b rief, transitory phase". And con
sequently, "political” radicalism - radicalism that doesn't
withdraw and contemplate, etc. - "is of little present value
in helping the external forms of the social order to become
more just or humane".
For that reason the “ cultural" tradition of personal spirit
ual development and community-building is 'the main value
of radicalism"* The appeal of such radicalism, though, is
restricted to the middle class: "Factory workers have generaUy been too busy struggling to survive and to advance
their worldly condition to care about such goals of 'inner'
personal development" as are stressed by "cultural" radic
alism. He regards the goal of "selfexpression” - a primary
aim of the F errer School and a ll libertarian education - as
not a proletarian but a middle class interest. The working
class is too boorish*
But i f "cultural" radicalism for Veysey is restricted to
the middle class, nevertheless it forms a dominant theme
of American radical traditions, he believes, and demonst
rates this by expanding his countercultural tradition accordlon-like to include nearly anything. Thus he argues at
one point that "anarchism, decentralization, the search for
an ideal community, and contemplative withdrawal from the
world" - quite a stewi - are pesky and persistent ideas
which have outlasted political radicalism and the philosophy
of class struggle. He is unconcerned that class struggle
may occasionally be anarchist and decentralized. Instead,
he proves his point by contrasting the persistence of these
enormous ideas with the short life of particular organiza
tions; the IWW, Socialist and Communist parties - histori
cal apples and oranges, as anyone can tell.
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In any case, Voysey proclaims Ills sympathy for the
"cultural" radicals. He would like to see a radical effort to
recapture "mankind's long-ourlod capacity for ecstasy and
unguarded sharing" --what he cnlis "the Garden of Ldcn",
There should bo more communal experiments so that our
society may avoid a culture of "snowmobiles and boardwalk
entertainments" with its ’'unending struggles with personal
devils who refuse to give us peace of mind". And this
should be accomplished, somehow, through social action
that "must transcend sex shows and authoritarian social
movements", whatever he means by that.
The effort, however, will fail, but isn't it nice that it will
be made. Perhaps there will be more material tor future
books, "History teaches pessimism, to be sure, but cultu
ral Innovalors have always operated with a 1«6S than perfect
sense of what history allows. " Elsewhere in the book,
though, he meekly contradicts thi6 thought and describes
history as unpredictable: "But to what extent can history
help us?" questions this historian. "History, like the land
scape of Mars, is composed of broad plateaus which give
way to sudden jagged ruptures. Patterns cire rge, but they
seldom enable prediction."
They do enable some observations, though. The Stelton
colony all by itself indicates that the division between "cultaral" and "political" radicalism has not been so sharp as

Voyaoy imagines, nor has che working class boon singlemindodly broad-nnd-buttor. Thoro havo of course been
tensions between life stylo and political directions of the dif
ferent radical movements. Just os a complex relation exists
between middle class and proletarian forms of radicalism.
But Veysoy can illustrate his sharp division only by persist
ing in that ''30s confusion botwcon mysticism and radicalism.
His argument obscrues tho fact that a genuine lifostylo or
cultural radicalism has always accompanied the great peri
ods of left wing upsurge. The hobo oompu of tho 1WW and
the sexual liberation of Greenwich Village in the i9i0s sug
gest the span : the proletarian cultural movements of tne
Communist f30s, whatever the flaws, existed with nary an
ashram. American radicalism of this century has never
been a purely political movement,
1 imagine that Veysoy’ s confusion about all this comes
from his despair. Unlike a Gary Snyder, whose interest in
counter cultures is to search out new (or very old) values,
Veyseyr3 conviction that radical movements are doomed
from the start justifies a counter culture of every-man-forhimself. Professor Veysoy seems to hope that when you
finally flee to the hills, you will do it communally and con
templatively. His long book is a sort of academic version
of Rennie Davis’s lamentable fall into grace.
Paul Berman.

VIEWPOINT

BOMBS AND REVOLUTION?
WHENEVER a bomb is let off in London both the London
evening papers become obscene albums of gory photography,
• and you don't even have to waste your money on these rags to
be aware of the public’s condemnation of this being portrayed
and glorified all over the front page, the back page, and the
inside too. To the hundreds of readers you see engrossed in
the horrifying pictures the act is both highly contemptible and
pointless. To the aspiring revolutionary the photgraphs show
the result of tie vanguard of the proletarian revolutionary
movement striking back at the capitalist. Imperialist, neocolonialist British government. It is difficult to decide which
of the above two types is the bigger fool: the gullible reader
swallowing any opinion thrown at him by a bunch of pissed
journalists, or the young leftie with his Che* Guevara T-shirt
and romantic notions of sacrificing himself to the cause,
"really" striking hack at the capitalist oppressors, etc. . , .
The gullible reader, however, merely lias to accept what he
is being told and nothing more is demanded of him. The pseu
pseudo-revolutionary is asked to produce the evidence which
ie then chiselled into the gullible reader's brain by uninformed
piss-artists who claim to prostitute truth ("newsMcan be yours
for the price of a TV licence or the price of a newspaper). It
was Valpreda’s inquisitor who "asked" him, "isn’t it true
that you anarchists have the slogan, ’Bombs, Blood, and
Anarchy’ ?" As can be seen, this system works exceedingly
welL The only difference with the Valpreda case was that it
was the fascists who carried out the acts of terrorism and
then blamed the anarchists and communists. In most cases,
unfortunately, we are more than capable of doing the fascists’
work for them. We exhort each other to support any group
which claims to either contain a strong proletarian influence
(e. g. a trade union) or to represent the proletariat through
their actions. We have been exhorted in the past to support
a bunch of fascist njurderers (the IRA) and also a bunch of
Californian kooks (the SLA) and the press, political leaders,
police, etc. have loved every minute of it. What easier way
is there of infiltrating, provoking, and then destroying such
groups ?
A revolution can only be made by the people and not by the
people's representatives] The pseudo-revolutionary makes
it extremely easy for the exploiters and oppressors to keep
the exploited and oppressed off the revolutionary path. There
is no need (in the eyes of the public) in an "open" society
(both USA and UK claim to be "open" and the public believes
it, too) for violent attacks on the State, and there is definitely
no need for the taking of innocent lives. Also, why use a
bomb ? The concrete and glass monoliths which contain

most of our parasitic bureaucrats can have sufficient damage
inflicted upon them by several stones, or by sabotaging the
inevitably centralised heating, ventilation or computing sys
tems. Furthermore, a bomb can only be handled by someone
who knows what he is doing. These experts are few and far
between. Anyone, however, can get hold of a brick and
throw it at the object of his anger.
The execution of Carrero Blanco, however, contains only
one fault. This act enabled the mass media to express its
disgust at "terrorism" as a matter of course. On the other
hand, there are many points in favour of the execution.
Firstly, the act was very carefully prepared. Secondly, the
target was actually achieved (a rare occurrence in most ter
rorist acts). Thirdly, no innocent lives were taken. Fourth
ly, ETA immediately issued several statements claiming
full responsibility and explaining in those statements why
they carried out the execution of Carrero 31anco. Some may
ask whether the elimination of Blanco has made any difference
to the Spanish situation. This question could only have been
answered for certain if Blanco had not been killed.
The magazine Ruedo Iberico recently carried ail interview
with Txikia of the ETA entitled, "Why and how we killed
Carrero Blanco". It helps to illustrate some of the points
made above.
••

H O W D ID THE IDEA T O A S S A S S IN A TE CARRERO B L A N C O
COM E A B O U T?
Very simple. The organisation received a note explaining that Carrera
was in the habit of going to Mass every day at nine o'clock in o Jesuit
church in V ia Serrano. A t first it was treated as o not too significant
piece of information but it was later decided to verify the information
by sending one of our militants to check it ou t. The situation was then
closely analysed: Carrero was the mon in the Reg hne who for years had
prepared the continuation of Francoism, the man who guaranteed that
continuity. In o ther words, he was an ideal person for a kidnap
through which the liberation of political prisoners could be obtained.
S O A T FIRST Y O U WERE C O N S ID E R IN G A K ID N A P ?
Yes. . .A fte r the trials at Burgos there had been many attempts to
free the prisoners. Therefore, Carrero Blanco seemed to present the
ideal opportunity.
DID THE IN F O R M A T IO N REACH Y O U F R O M A M IL IT A N T OR
FR O M A SYM PATHISER?
We can only soy that we knew of the fa ct. In M adrid, as In o ther
Spanish cities, we have our observers.

ments. Everyone was very good about it, with the exception of the
landlady who refused to give us our two months' deposit bock.

D ID Y O U K N O W M A D R ID W E LL?
Some like myself, yes, whilst others did not know It at o i l . . . When wo
arrived in ModrTd we scanned the telephone book to find the address of
the Ogre* He lived in V ia Hermanos Becquor ot no* 6 . It seemed
impossibly easy. W e also looked at the church, and it turned out to
be a veritable Jesuit temple* W e went there at nine, the time for the
Moss, but Carrero did not show up at first. Then he appeared accom
panied by on old gentleman seemingly in his seventies, small, with
white hair.
DID Y O U A L L R E C O G N IS E B L A N C O ?
We had all seen his phoigraph in the magazines. W e also had a photo*
graph taken from the first flo o r.
O u r informer told us that he went to
Mass alone. In fact his companion returned to the car where another
mon was w a itin g . The follow ing day he fumed up in a black Dodge
ca r.
W AS IT EA S Y T O OBSERVE B I A N C O ?
Y e s , there were many bus stops outside. . There was one outside the
American Embassy, one in V ia Hermanos Becquer, and one in V ia
Serrano. The follow ing day the scene repeated itself: Carrero was
alone in church and meanwhile we noticed that the black Dodge was
followed by a red M orris. Then the O g re , together with the second
man mentioned before, would get back into the black Dodge.
W H Y D ID Y O U REFER T O H IM BY TH IS A P P ELLA TIV E?
Because of his brutish face which contained enormous thick eyebrows,
hence the name o f the operation (operation ogre).
H O W D ID TH E O R G A N I S A T I O N A N A L Y S E THE S IT U A T IO N ?
The aim of the action was to secure the release of those ETA militants
with terms of imprisonment greater than ten years (there are over 150
of these). N a tu ra lly , we would also have demanded the release of all
political prisoners, whether they were Basque or not, in Spanish prisons
with sentences greater than ten years. Therefore, the kidnap had great
possibilities. If the exchange of prisoners had been successful, apart
from the huge number of freed prisoners, we would have obtained a
victo ry, all the greater for the p olitical consequences which would
have been unleashed. This would have, at least, brought about a
radicalisation of Blanco's position, breaking the equilibrium which
exists (in the Regime's favour), and would have created a great deal of
conflict inside the Regime's ruling body.
W H IC H W A S TH E I N T E N D E D Z O N E O F THE O P E R A T IO N ?
The Salamanca quarter; w e ll-to -d o people and embassies.. .and the
church. It was intended that the kidnap be carried out inside the
church. W e would hove also required the help of other commandos
w hich would have arrived at the last moment to give us a hand.
H O W M U C H T IM E D ID Y O U A L L O W FOR TH E A C T I O N ?
O n e or two minutes. The act was not to be too brusque so as not to
alarm passers-by (hence one minute) and another minute was allowed
for the retreat.
D ID Y O U A L L O W FO R TH E R E A C T IO N O F TH E PEOPLE
P A S S IN G B Y ?
Y e s, but not too much emphasis was given since we were relying above
all on the element of surprise. G e n e ra lly, people do not make a move,
owing to some preservation instinct, but they can become hysterical
through fe ar. The other problems had also been considered; where to
hide him , the amount of time to give to the Government (48 houis), the
question of where to take the freed prisoners v*>uld have been a problem
for the Governm ent itself to solve, if they were interested in an exchange.
W H Y W A S IT N O T POSSIBLE T O CARRY O U T TH IS P LA N AS
E N V IS A G E D ?
Became of a mishap. Everything was ready; the hospital, the place to
go upon leaving the church, the house where the Ogre's guardians
would g o , the cars. . .everything, except the house where the Ogre
would be kept, because of an accident. When we had already obtained
the keys to the house, a group of youngsters broke into the place hoping
to find something to steal*
The following day we tried to approach
them but they were afraid and a firearm was produced : in other words a
gunfight in the s tre e t., .a ll the neighbours appeared thinking that a
theft was taking p la c e . The landlady was called fo r. . .She appeared
with her brother and whilst talking to Mikel said: "But you are Basques,
I can tell beaause my fam ily lives in San Sebastian." "But I'm not o
Basque, I'm from Valencia — as it said in the co n tra ct." "Nobody
would have believed it , you look like a Basque, like those in San
Sebastian." This convinced us to give up the idea.
H A V I N G G IV E N UP TH E ID EA O F TH E K ID N A P W H A T D ID Y O U
D O A B O U T A L L T H E A R R A N G E M E N T S W H IC H H A D BEEN M A D E ?
We spent the first two weeks of Novem ber, whilst considering all the
possibilities for an execution, going around cancelling all our arrange

W H A T A B O U T THE RETREAT?
it wos for this reoson that wo bought a secondhand Austin 1300 with a
false document. Looking around the area In the car we noticed that
there were many basements In V ia C o e llo . We decided to go Into the
basement of 104.

I
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W H A T R O U TE DID TH E "O G R E " TA K E T O M ASS EA C H D A Y ?
Coming out of his house In V ia Hermano Becquer the car would turn
right dovn V ia Lopez de Hoyo, then down V ia Serrano, where the
church is located. Coming out of the church the car would turn left,
down V ia Serrano, left again down V ia Juan Bravo, left along Via
Claudio C o e llo , still left along V ia Diego de Leon and would then
reach his home in V ia Germanos Becquer.
W H A T W AS THE BASEM EN T LIK E?
It was 6 metres b y 3 .5 metres, with one large room, one small room, a
kitchen,, a W . C . , and a window looking out onto V ia C o e llo .
WAS TH E BASEM EN T DEEP? * *
N o . It was only one metre and 70 ems deep. We had decided to
break through the base of the wall but this proved to be a tremendous
task. W e worked in turns of twenty minutes each, because more than
this was impossible. To complicate matters the earth was damp and
water and gas would Filter through. There were no great outpourings
of water but there was an evil smell which' forced us to keep the window
closed at all times so os to avoid supicion.
A N D TH E EXPLO SIVE?
I went to collect it in the car on 15th December. It fitted perfectly
into the boot of the car and it^eighed about 80 kilos. We took it into
the basement at night. The most difficult part proved to be getting it
into the tunnel because it was very tight.
H O W DID Y O U A R R A N G E FOR TH E E X P L O S IO N T O TA K E PLA CE?
We hod constructed a T-shaped tunnel and each branch of the T was
loaded with explosives. The top of the T corresponded more or less
with the middle of the road . . .
Whilst the electrical connections
were being made the Austin was placed outside the basement so as to
force the Ogre's car to drive over the centre of the road. Then he was
followed to the church. Whilst he was in church we were fully prepar
ing ourselves. Then the car was sighted in V ia Juan Bravo, coming
towards us slow ly. A t the top of V ia Maldonado it slowed down even
more to let an old woman and a girl cross the road, Then, still coning
forward slowly the car reachedthe required spot. . .the feelings one
has at a moment like this are unim aginable.. .Th e cor reached the
point where it was level with our ca r. . . N O W ! I
The car was
seen to be fly in g . There was an ear-shattering noise. We came run
ning out shouting "Gas I Gas I " This wos in order to g ive the impres
sion that there had been a gas mains explosion. We got into our car
and slowly moved o ff : our comrades had been avenged.

Several points immediately spring to our attention. Firstly,
the scheme was extremely well prepared, secondly, and
perhaps more Important, the execution of 31anco was onlydecided upon after the alternative scheme for a kidnap fell
through. Of course, in a country like Spain there are very
few alternatives available, but this is no excuse to reacn for
the dynamite as soon as take a drink of water. The kidnap
alternative would have probaoly made possible the release of
many political prisoners and would have probably- been a lot
more damaging to the Regime. When the plans for the kid
nap fell through the ETA militants took what was probably the
only alternative left. After all, an attack on the Spanish
State \va8 urgently required and the opportunity was definitely
too good to be missed. Thirdly, the scheme was about 99
per cent sure of successp and this point needs to be always
kept in mind. Only a romantic fool embarks on an escapade
which he himself is.sure will fail and could only succeed if
some miracle were to happen. Raoul Vaneigem summed up
this point very well when he said, "The revolution ends the
moment it becomes necessary to sacrifice yourself to it. . .
Revolutionary moments are festivals in which individual life
celebrates its union with regenerated society. "
Unfortunately, the execution of Blanco did not turn into the
,lfestival,, of revolution which we eventually hope to acnieve
because of the necessity to carry out such acts with the col
laboration of only a small handful of trustworthy people, and
whilst such an act may lead to a revolutionary situation, the
revolution can only be made and guaranteed success by the
people, be If-appointed people's representatives will always
be authoritarian mugs!
Nino Francisco Staffa.

FOLLOW
THAT HEARSE
. IN FARM STREET, o ff Berkeley Square, is a rather pretty
but self-effacin g Jesuit church where the wealthy Catholics
kneel and thank God for their gelt and here in the last week of
a grey November the clan o f the suicide Dominic SLlwes met
to indulge in one of the trib al rituals o f the British governing
class, to hold a m em orial service and a declaimed apology
for one o f their own before the body was handed over to the
worms. Always the spectator in relation to the clowning of
my fellow men, except when I choose to ham the act, one was
happy to bear witness of so much tarnished heraldry, so much
whisky-diluted blue blood. Domnic, and I use the Christian
name purely from snobbish name dropping reasons, dined
with the wealthy yet lived on that borderline o f genteel poverty
and this friend of the lega lly accused m urderer Lord Lucan
was socially hounded out o f that closed society for selling his
knowledge of his homicidal friend to a national newspaper. A
sin so heinous that he was expelled in person by John A spinall
from John’ s fashionable gambling house. As one who feels
honoured to be allowed to pay my way into a Soho whorehouse
I can understand Dom inic’ s despair resulting in suicide, and
there on that dull Novem ber day the living met to make their
excuses to the dead. It was, as always, a very beautiful
s ervice and Kenneth Tynan gave a gentle and mannered ad
dress to the mob but it was left to the gam bler John Aspinall
to challenge the organ in rhetoric i f not in volume for in his
funeral oration on his late enemy he quoted Beowulf, Oscar
W ilde and even C icero , explained to the glassy-eyed fam ily
how they had failed but killed his act by finishing it o ff with a
banal poem, fo r John had forgotten the firs t lesson o f show
business and that is to leave the stage when they are crying
fo r m ore. The requiem was over and the yoghurt of a sophis
ticated society made th eir ways to th eir cars or the bar of
the Connaught Hotel when a distant cousin o f Dom inic’s,
Trem ayne Rodd, an ex Rugby international, punched John
Aspinall in the mouth. L a there was a shouting and scream 
ing, a clicking o f cameras and much making o f pathways as
Trem ayne disappeared down Rirm Street shouting nThat’ s
what I think of your bloody speech AspinaU, " for in truth the
Town and his reverent frau had never had so much fun since
the G rosvenor Square punch up but two streets away.
One could indeed go to the Shades with some slight peace of
mind i f one knew that a friend was prepared to defend one’s
valueless reputation even at the grave side, and this is what
it would seem that A lbert Goldman the biographer has decided
to do by bending facts and offering stage fiction as Holy W rit.
In the 19G0s Bruce em erged as the great scatological com ic,
the conscience of Am erica or as Walter w in ch ell's "A m eric a ’ s N$ i Vom it11 and in the clim ate of that time one waited,
vainly one believed, for this mucky messiah to give with the
message man to the Island Race. And it was left to a group
of show business sophisticates to launch, with a membership
o f 5,00 at two guineas a tim e, a club, 'The Establishment1,
in a one tim e strip house at 18 Greek Street, Soho, and in
1962 Lenny Bruce was hired for a cut price of 350 dollars a
week and the avant garde fought to get in and John Osborne,
Yevgeny Yevtushenko, Penelope G illiat and Siobham McKenna
fought to get out in w e ll publicised disgust even to the punch
ing o f P e te r Cook's head. One eased one's way in with the
groundlings to lean on the bar and truth must te l! that Lenny
Bruce was never that funny, for in a period when the English
language was struggling to be allowed to use its Anglo-Saxon
heritage to the full he did it, and fhck and tits and m other
fucker broke down the b a rrie r between the saloon and the
public bar and the intellectual, the pseudo intelligentsia, the
sophisticated and the plain decent honest to god filthy minded
loved the man for making it respectable. Yet in contempla
tion I have the one sm all doubt flowering like a rose in a ll
that verbal sew erage, and that is that Bruce could never have
walked on a stage to shout the word fuck at a paying audience
unless the club owners in Britain and A m erica had hired him
to do it. There was legal persecution in A m erica and Bruce ;

Elw es1 Frlond Punched After Church Tribute. Father Peter
Blake, Farm Street Josuit^hurch.
Ladies and Gentle mo n, Lenny Bruce, by A lb e rt Goldman
tAlienr £5."95)
A Romantic Fr iendship : the letters of C y r il Connolly to
N oel Blakiston. (Constable. £5.50)

welcomed it for he was a masochist cultivating a persecution
mania until in the end he bored the arse o ff his associates
and finally the paying customers.
We owe a great debt to the Am erican underground press
and the Am erican poets who 1unlocked the word hoard'1, to
quote John Aspinall in relation to Dominic jslw es, fo r they
physically fought the police and went to prison fo r the poet’ s
claim to use our native tongue to the fu ll, but Bruce was
hired to sffbek an audience and his act and his own reactions
to the audience could be summed up in his Australian act
when he cried , "We Jews killed C h rist, and i f he comes
. bade, w e 'll k ill him a g a in !,f to which an Australian com ic
actress heckled, f,T e ll us something we haven't heard be
fore! Mand Bruce glared at her and shouted, nFuck you,
lady.' " and that was poor Lenny B ruce, a man hired to give
it but who could not take it. When Bruce killed him self he
did it by accident by overloading h im self with a drug and he
d id off the shithouee seat with the spike s till in his arm and
the little man lay dead on the bathroom flo o r. But the tough
babies are the police lieutenants hawking and getting 5,000
dollars for the photograph o f the dead body and a ll the club
owners from the Establishment and way back who hired this
sad sack to pull in the paying customers and who are s till w
with us in happy affluence. Goldman's 565-page book sells
for £5. 95 and it is a book that one skips through fo r In the
end it tells little about the man and the slea zy background,
be it strip joint o f cafe s o c ie ty . On a free reading I cannot,
but do, complain but what is lacking is an index to the shift
ing two dimensional characters. M arvin Worth produced his
hagiology o f Bruce with the film "Len n y” now pulling in the
second generation at the W est End Odeon but Julian B arry
and Bob F osse's direction have produced a film as dull as
the book. A t e r r ific PR job lias sold the film but it does
nothing to enhance Bruce for from being a clown on the int
ernational circu it it o ffers a background o f a few dreary
Am erican night clubs and com pletely ignores the London and
Australian engagements which might have given some sm all
validity to the film , so that a stage protest that Bruce made
at the London Establishment dribbles out in an Am erican
club. In the beginning was the word and Lenny said them at
the demand of faceless prom oters as jokes man as jokes
such as cancer. But in 1942 an English comedien told his
w ar-tim e audience, "T h ree fellow s went in fo r the call-up
m edical and the firs t came out cryin g oh gawd I'm A1 and
the second came out cryin g oh gawd I'm A l and the third
came out laughing his head o ff shouting congratulate me
fellow s I'm exempt I'v e got can cer" and twenty years later
Lenny Bruce made the western w orld headlines, a 565 page
book, a film and a Lenny Bruce memento industry by telling/
selling that same joke to a sophisticated m iddle class trans
atlantic audience.
i^very tribe buries its dead in its own fashion and honours
or dishonours them in its own peculiar way and Lenny Bruce
and Dominic Elwes w ere buried, traduced and rehabilitated
with a speed that puts the late Uncle Joe Stalin to shame but
C y r il Connolly, who was personally denounced by the w ar
time Russian government fo r refu sin g to declare war on
Germany, slipped o ff his m ortal c o il to the manner born.
A magnificent prose stylist whose approach to a ll contempo
ra ry literature sprang from a love and understanding of
Greek and Latin litera tu re, he gave a depth to so much shal
low work by others in his mannered but always readable
essays. One novel. The Rock P o d , one collection o f e s 
says, Enem ies o f P ro m ise and Ills e a rly life The Unquiet
G rave is a ll that he gave of a talent so p rom isin g but so un
fu lfilled. He is dead and his collected letters to N oel
Blakiston are there fo r the reading. I have always found
any collection o f letters boring and alm ost unreadable for
they are usually trite gossip o r petulant complaints but what
•• ••
• •
Continued on Page i5
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ch ic

(Review section 22 November)
Dear All,
It is the nature of anarchism thai we
try to create a non-elitist, a non-vanguardist, direct action movement of
the masses* Unless one imagines this
springing fully armed and clad from the
head of some latter-day Kronios, one
has to imagine some form of mid-point,
some stage when people retaining many
non-a.iarenist illusions nevertheless
embrace a few anarchist ideas, and an
archist means of activity.
It is hardly therefore the wisest thing
to start sneering as people make their
irst faltering steps in an anarchist dir
ection ; it may be very fanny to watch
someone's toddler trying to launch out
and walk from table to chair, but it is
kinder to encourage him than 10 laugh
• at him. sim ilarly when Liberals on the
one hand or Marxists on the other, be
gin to embrace direct.' aoLion, begin to
understand tne limitations of political
parties, it is worth restraining our
4mirth at their manifest inconsistencies
and instead attempt to encourage their

M o yse
FOLLOW THAT HEARSE
. .. continued from Page 14
is interesting with Connolly's letters to
31akiston is the approach of the review
ers. That C yril was masturbating up
to the age of eighteen was the ratner odd
knowledge among the literati but the
question of whether C yril buggered the
late Noel will surely be tne talking point
among the JSton Old Boys and Anthony
Powell ignores it, Philip Toynbee
brushes it aside and Christopher Ricks
fobs it off by referring it bade to the
Greeks and that surely is what friend
ship is about, but without an acceptance
of a homosexual relationship between
Connolly and Blakiston this published
collection of letters has no meaning or
relevance. Only John Carey plays the
John Aspinall gambler by openly dealing
the dirt on iiie late C yril, sex- and
snob-wise, and we wait for some liter
ary ex Rugby international to come rag
ing to tiie door of the New Statesman to
scream boo through their letter box in
defence of the memory of C yril Connolly
the man who could quote Du Bellay,
£>ainte-3euve, Chamfort, Chuang Tsu
and Pascal at the drop of a finger on a
typewriter* In less than a handful of
years these three men w ill be forgotten
and their small reputations the coin of
old men's memories but each in his own
way gave pleasure by their company,
their performance or by the pleasure of
their written word and so on behalf of
the audience moving to its own exits I
say thank you,
Arthur Moyse.

LETTERS
fainthearted but for them pioneering
steps.
No doubl it is true Liat as numbers of
people begin to lur i towards libertarian
direct action (here will be political
crooks masquerading in t ie same more
radical guise in order to build their own
reputation, hoping eventually to lead
their followers back iito the staust
field from which they bad partially em
erged. These certainly auarchists need
to expose; but in so doing can ve afford
to alienate possible converts by dismis
sing not merely the leader but the led
out of hand; exposure should be design
ed to show that the leader does not live
up to his own radical standards, not to
attack him for failing to live up to ours
and i i so doing attack otriers who are
just beginning on the journey.
I have no idea whether George Wood
cocks as isssment of Peter Hain is valid
or no. The only time I met Hain I was
no* very impressed, the articles of his
I've read have appeared naive and I've
not read either of his books. Neverthe
less I do know that many of the Young
Liberals who so admire him are sincere
in believing that there is a link !jetween
tie Liberal and the Libertarian
tradition
«
and that it is possible for them to bridge
whatever gap there may be without leav
ing the YLs. We disagree certainly, we
should explain why whenever we meet
them and never allow them to get away
with the misconception that we share
their beliefs; but we should not jeer at
them.
It, moreover, ill becomes a writer
who some fourteen years ago told us that
anarchism as a movement had perished
once and for all twenty odd years before,
and who had at that time made his peace
with Liberal politics to take such an
nolier than inou Kie. •>
.
George Wooden vie - as he so rightly
says - is out of touch with British ev
ents; and it may be that the editors ra- j
ther than he were to blame for tne fact
that tiere was no attempt to put the book ,
in context. That the review concentrat- j
ed soiejy on Mr. HainTs - very possibly i
self-inflated - view of hie own import
ance; and made not one mention of Lie
movement he leads; made no mention of
the Stop the Seventy Tour demonstration
and so forth, (Whether or not this is
the case, the editors might have refrain
ed from publishing such an article just
at the time that Hain is being committed ^
to trial
Nevertheless G.W. is certainly respon
sible for the faci tnat less than half his
article was relevant to the book; that
while conirasling Hain's vagueness with
Colin Ward's clarity he neglected the
extent to which the Young Liberal ideo
logical framework is derived from in
corporating the "Revisionist Anarchism"
of Anarchy's pages into a traditional
radical-liberal context.
G.W. asks rhetorically "...w h o , ex
cept Mr.- Hain and his friepds, was so

naive" ^as to think that demonstrating
with a banner in Trafalgar Square
would change the world/; unfortunately
the answer is rather a lot of people;
Maoists, Guovarrists, Black Powerists,
New Leftists of various descriptions,
many who called themselves Trotskyists,
and - doubly regrettably - many who at
the time called themselvos anarchists.
It may sound silly to say that a six week
occupation of a college of art was ihe
most important action of the period ;
but it doesn't have all that many prefer
able rivals.
Yours,
Laurens Otter.

Bookshop Notes
A ll the titles mentioned are available
from Freedom Bookshop a; the or ices
- plus postage - mentioned^/
I'V e ALREADY mentioned in these
notes about Cienfuegos Press's edition
of Flavio Costantini's illustrations,
The Art of Anarchy (£ 3. 00 + 26p),
my major reservation about it being
that it was in black and white and not
in colour; an ideal complement to it
has now been received frozn Italy - - a
fall colour hardback volume of Costatini's drawings, Ravachol St Cie
(£3.95 + 42p), 28pp U 5Fr x"l0-}” ) —
including a short text on each illustra
tion (in Italian, of course) and contain
ing 13 full colour prints. We also
still have the two fall size colour
Costantini posters (Ferrer and Rava
chol) at 75p each incL postage. •

In stock again after quite a period of
unavailability is Robert Paul Wolff's
useful essay. In Defense of Anarchism
(£1.20 + l i p) which evaluates the con
flict between Authority and Autonomy,
the solution of Classical Democracy and
those areas Beyond the Legitimate
State.
In the area of Memoirs we have
Alexander Herzen's monumental and
fascinating My Past and Thoughts ,
edited and abridged by Dwight Mac
Donald (£4.75 + 62p); Victor Serge's
classic Memoirs of_a_R?yolutionarjr
i 90l - i 94i , translated by Peter Sedg
wick (£1.20 + 42p) and - more recent
ly - The Valpreda P apers^ - the Prison
Diaries of Pietro Valpreda, translated
by Cor mac O'Cuillearain, which is
probably as near to the truth as we
will ever get regarding the Milan inci
dent and Its complex and frightening
aftermath (£ 6. 00 + 42p),
When Gracchus Babeuf was arraigned
before the Government of the Directory
resulting from the French Revolution
for attempting to lead a revolt (1796)
against it, he nadc a magnificent de
fence - a model of eloquence and a
plea for freedom. This has been
edited and translated by John A. i>cott
for bchocken'B "studies in Libertarian
and Utopian Tradition" series, and
The Defense of Gracchus Babeuf is
available at £1,50 plus l6p postage.
J. H.

NOW TH AT the vAnpire is at last laid
in his grave (it seemed at times as
though a stake would have to be driven
through hie heart) it is perhaps time
fo r anarchists to turn their eyes to the
present-day reality of Spain which is
now a very different country from the
basically agrarian one which Franco
took over in 1939. The September,
1975 issue of Sindicalism o , a syndic
alist magazine published openly in
M adrid, ca rries the following statist
ics :
"in 1940... agriculture accounted fo r
5i*9% of the active population; in 1970
for only 29. 5% and it is predicted that
in 1930 it w ill be 20% or less. In*d940
only 24% of the active population were
employed in industry; In 1970 the p er
centage was 37.3 and it is predicted
that it w ill be 40% in 1980* In 1940
only 21.1% were employed in service
industries; in 1970 it had increased to
37.3% (the same as industry) and it is
predicted that in 1980 it too w ill em 
ploy 40% o f the active population. "
The recent rapid industrialisation
w ill have m ore effect on the future of
the country than the deatn of the Caudillo . The September issue o f In terro
gations , the multilingual "internation
a l review of anarchist research " con
tains a twenty-page article on Spain in
1975 (entitled on tne cover, "Spain,
with or without Fran co") by Ramon
Puig, whose thesis is that the country
has changed fundamentally from an ag
ricultural one to one with industrial
characteristics and a ll that that im 
plies. The rural districts have been
denuded of their landless and workless
peasants. The number of small pro
perties has diminished and mechanisa
tion has been introduced. At the same
time industry has developed and the *
number o f workers has doubled. These
industrial workers represent an enor
mous potential pow er-source, which is
already being shown in wage claims
and strikes. Finance capital plays a
leading role in the country through its
control of the economy by meaiis o f its
credits to, and investments in, the
m ajor industrial undertakings o f the
country. The A rm y is seen to be equ
a lly powerful, and to have been the
mainstay of the Francoist regim e. The
o fficia l trade unions, the "sindicatos
v e rtic a le s " are seen to be instruments
of the state, used to hold back the w or
king classes, and strikes are as much
directed against them as against em 
ployers or the State. The article ends
with a look at the economic and politi
c a l situation which is marked by an ob
vious crisis whose outcome :1s s till
doubtf il* Puig thinks that it is useless
to cherish illusions about the replace
ment of Franco by Juan C arlos, or
about the manoeuvres of the Commun
is t P arty which are an attempt to gain
sympathizers and adherents among the
managers of the economy, the techno
crats and the m ilitary, in a word, "the
c ivilize d righ t".

A new magazine, C olectlvo pul o il
by emigrant Spanish anarchists, c a r
ries a sim ilar analysis in its first
number. Its thesis is that the inflow
of foreign capital since 1959 has chan
ged the direction of Spanish capitalism
from the protectionism and autarchy of
the firs t twenty years of Franco, when
fascism was the appropriate form of
government, to a need for integration
into the Common Market and NATO ,
which w ill in its turn necessitate a
"dem ocratic process" o f "so cia list"
parties who w ill ensure more efficient .
exploitation of the workers. C olectivo
says that the alternative to the im p o s i-;
tion o f "bourgeois dem ocracy" is the
intensification of the struggle in work
places for the creation of an autono
mous revolutionary organisation of
workers as offered by various lib ert.arian groups such as the programme
for the reconstruction o r the CNT.
The November issue of Frente Lib e r tario says: "Francoism is the political
form adopted by Spanish capitalism,
• In consequence, the revolutionary
character of the anti-francolst struggle
is entirely dependent on its anti-capit
alist content. A ll the attempts to ’ de
m ocratic1 seizure of power which are
being proposed, are essentially bour
geois because they are anti-francoist
without being anti-capitalist. "
The Sindicalismo figures are inter
esting in thal whilst they show a growth
in the number of industrial w orkers,
they show an equal growth in the " s e r 
vice" industries, which would seem to
indicate thal the Spanish economy is
developing along the same techno-bur
eaucratic lines as the rest o f Hurope.
The impetus for its joining the Euro
pean Common Market comes from the
technocrats of Opus D ei, and it is
these gentlemen, along with their
counterparts in the "capitalist" and
"communist" blocs, who pose the big'gest obstacle to the development of an
anarchist society.
The rise of the "m anagers" was poin
ted out long ago (1941) by James Burn
ham , in his book The Managerial Revo hi tion, but the analysis he published
then was being developed simultaneously
by anarchists like Santiago Parane.
Parane's pamphlet, Lee Anarchistes
face a la technocratic *t/as not published
until after the war, but was written in
the autumn of 1340 and appeared as a
series of articles in the Italo-Am erican
anarchist paper L'Adunata del R efratta ri . He added a preface, and a r e v 
iew of Burnham's book, to the pamph
let version, and in the preface he acicknowledged his debt to articles in v a ri
ous libertarian and socialist magazines
such as La Revolution Proletarienne
(created by P ie rre Monatte and Robert
Louzan and s till going strong - - it is
publishing a translation o f Puig's art
icle on Spain in its current numbers),
and to 6migr£ Russian anarcho-syndi
calists, who had experienced a new
class of exploiters in the rulers o f post-

Re volution Russia.
Burnham agreed that the new ruling
clique in Russia wore neither capitalists
nor communists, but what ho designated
"m a te ria lis t". It was on this point that
he broke with T ro tsk y (he had been a
leading Am erican T rotsk yite since 1933)
and with M arxism . The conclusions he
drew from his analysis w ere pessim istic : the "m an agers" would inevitably
take o v e r, the N azis would win the war.
Despite the falsification o f his predict
ions, Burnham clung to his theory, and
soon turned into a typical American
Cold W a rrio r.
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Parane was m ore optim istic about be
p ossioilities o f resistan ce to "manager. ia lis m ", and s till w rites fo r anarchist
papers, mainly about developments in
South A m eric a , where in recent years
"technocrats" like Stafford B eer, and
the T rotsk yist theoretician "P a b lo ",
have had a m ajor say in the policies of
"ra d ic a l" governm ents, like Allende's
in C hile, and in the creation of minist
rie s with pompous names which aim at
massive state intervention in the eco
nomy and the application o f the "whitehot technological revolu tion ", with the
disastrous results we a re not too un
fam iliar with in this country.

^

Parane w rites mainly for the Italian
monthly, A -R iv is ta Anarchica , which
has been the main source o f the analy
sis o f the techno-bureaucracy". As
Luciano Lanza points out in his article,
"iilem an ti technoburocratici d ell1.eco
no mia fa scista " in the new number of
Interrogations (no. 5 Decem ber 1975)
this is probably due to the fact that
Italy was the firs t country to experien
ce me setting-up of techno-bureaucrat
ic institutions, during the F a s c is t re
gim e, notably the I . R . I , (Institute for
Industrial Reconstruction) Which is
s till the la rgest Italian state body. The
anarchists have come to th eir conclus
ions about the ris e o f the "technobureau cracy" from an analysis o f the
economic p olicy o f fascism , and not
the usual analysis o f their race-m yth
ology o r p olitica l tactics.
Two salient features of fascist econ
omy that Lanza brings out are the in
crease in the s e rv ic e secto r, and the
drive toward "autarchy" (o r self-su f
ficien cy), both of which a re prominent
ideas in the B ritish economy today, together with Increasing state interven
tion (by both sides o f the parliamentary
fence) and the ever-in crea sin g influ
ence o f banks and international cartels.

,

t

The essential identity o f the economic
structures of F a scism , the New Deal,
Soviet Communism, and Social Demo
cracy are the bedrock of the "techobureaucratic" analysis, which is pro
bably the growing point of anarchist
theory today.
D. L . M.
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FACE TO FACE WITH THE FOE
"WHAT ARE your p o litic s, anyway?”
someone, no doubt, has asked you by
now.

.-"Oh, I Tm an anarchist, you say
proudly,
—"Are you a violent or a peaceful an
archist ? " comes the next question. At
least this questioner has bothered to
find out that anarchism does not neces
sarily mean terrorism . However, he
is still under the illusion that i f you are
not a "terrorist11anarchist you must be
a "pacifist" anarenist. To most people,
however, anarchism, far from meaning
"justice and freedom " is synonymous ,
■with Terrorism .
For this greatly mistaken image we
have to thank the likes of Ravachol,
Auguste Vaillant, n;mile Henry, Sante J.
C&serio, Georges .atievant and the pub
lishers who have avidly "cashed-in" on
the exploits of these people because of
their spectacular nature. For this rea
son I find the first of these two books in
thoroughly bad taste. Ravachol & C ie.
is well produced, it is glossy, it con
tains colour prints by Cosrtantini, etc. ,
etc. . • . and it is incredibly cheap fox'
for such a high-quality product. How
ever, the book is an insult, not only to
the idea of anarchism, but also to the
principles of Ravachol and company.
The constant target for the individualis
tic terrorist acts of Ravachol was the
bourgeoisie. It is ironic, therefore,
that we now find Ravachol recorded in
"beautiful" coffe-table, bourgeois,
glossiness. Both text and prints spec
tacularly glorify the mass-media image
of the anarchist as terrorist. The w ri
ter of the text is not entirely to blame
for this since it was written as an ac
companiment to the glossy colour prints
(most of which are also available from
any shop selling posters). In only one
of the Costantlni prints can we detect
any sympathy for Ravachol, Ravachol
is shown facing the guillotine and above

GIHO GATTI ("The Engineer")

RAVACHOL & CIE. by Pietro Favari,
illustrated by Flavio Costantini
(QJuadragono Libri) L. 3600 *
FACCIA A FACCIA COL NEMICO :
persona ggl e interpret! dell1An archie mo
in Argentina, by Cec*re della Pieta,
illustrated by Pino Milas
(Quadragono Libri) L. 2900.

his head inscribed on an archway are
tie words "LIBERTE , EGAUTE ,
FRATERNTTE " .
The second of these books whilst still
containing a similar bourgeois, coffeetable, glossiness, shows a great deal
more sympathy for the anarchist idea
and its protagonists. The illustrations
are not as common as the Costantini
prints and Consist of stark black and
white lithographic shadow prints of tue
main protagonists in the Argentinian
anarchist movement between 1917 and
1936, and also the main State murder
ers.• « •
J
•
•
This was an extremely violent era
for the anarchist movement in A rgen t
ina, but, after reading the text this is
not at all surprising, Faccia a
Faccia col Nemlco ("Face to Face
with the janemy") discusses anarchism
in relation to the whole Argentinian
labour movement. It maintains that
owing to the moderate attitudes of the
socialists and communists in the lab
our disputes, very unsatisfied milit
ants turned to the "more extreme"
measures of anarchism. It is at this
point that the author of the text shows
himself to lack sympathy for the idea
of anarchism. Anarchism is not a
"more extreme" form of protest but is
the only valid and sensible position to
hold.
The moderation of the "scientific"
revolutionaries in the light of the situ
ation at the time can only be explained
by sheer opportunism on their part. To

a bolshevik every defeat is a victory
and every victory is a deviation from
the scientific road to socialism and
communism (State capitalism). Most
of Argentina’ s economic wealth was
controlled by landowners living in B ri
tain and the United States. Their
main concern was making the biggest
profit possible and any complaints by
workers had to be suppressed by any
available means. To do the capitalists
dirty work there were the military un
its led by Hector Benigno Varela and a
right-wing terrorist group known as
the Patriotic League of Argentina
(known amongst the workers as the
Patriotic League of Assassins).
To show with what utter contempt the
landowners treated their workers, the
• author cites the case (amongst many
other equally horrid instances) of the
British mister Bond who ordered that
27 of his labourers 3hould be shot as a
reprisal for the theft (by persons un• known) of 27 of his horses. He took
• their clothes off them, whipped and
beat them, made them dig their own
grave8, and then shot them. The next
person to be shot would fill in the grave
of his previous colleague and then set
about the task of digging his own grave,
and so on.
The bosses’ reprisals through the
army and the fascistic terrorist groups
would be followed by reprisals from
anarcho-bandit groups and anarchist in
dividualists. The motivations for these
activities were not solely related to the
goings-on in Argentina. Just as rep>ression seems to have been imported
from Europe and the United Slates, so
the ideas behind resistance and revolt
came from abroad too. This was a
time of heavy immigration from Europe
especially Italy, Spain, and Central
Europe. Many Italian anarchists who
had emigrated to get away from the
Mussolini regime found themselves
playing significant roles in the guerilla
bands. The execution of Sacco and
Vanzetti in the United States resulted in
attacks on American institutions in
Buenos Aires. Famous figures, later
to be involved in the Spanish C ivil War,
also made a significant appearance in
the Argentine. Durruti was highly in
fluential with one of the most daring
anarcho-bandit gangs, -which involved
Gino Gatti, Emilio Uriondo, Andres
Vasquez Paredes, the brothers Antonio
and Vicente Moretti, and Miguel
Arcangel Roscigna.
Roscigna was especially noted for the
way in which his solidarity for Ms m ili
tant comrades seemed to hold no
bounds. If he swore to free from capContinued on Page 24
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This article first appeared in 1972 in the U . S . magazine Arts in Society
and is here published for the first time in Britain by kind permission of
the author, William O . Reichert, who is Professor of Political Science
at Bowling Green State University, O hio.
Revolutionary change is generally co n 
sidered to be the special province of
ideologists w ho place themselves in po
sitions of power which they wield on behalf
of “ the people.*' W hen we think of revolu
tion the names of Lenin. Robespierre, and
Che Guevara leap to m ind and hold our
attention as the movements of the prima
ballerina in the spotlight holds our atten
tion at the b a lle t T h e revolutionary all too
often.impresses us as the epitome of
masculine force and heroic endeavor and *
hence it is to the political type that the
world turns its attention when social
change becom es imperative to its con
tinued health and sanity. Social progress,
it would thus appear, is dependent upon
the strength and courage of the political
leader and it is the ideologist to whom we
seem to be beholden for the brave new
world of tom orrow. But this is a drastic
error in judgm ent on the w orld's part, for
it is the artist rather than the revolutionaiy
leader who is the real architect of baste
social and cultural change.
In proclaiming art rather than politics the
true revolutionary force in society, we do
not in any w ay accept the argument of
elitists w ho insist that only the noble few
have the pow er to direct life intelligently.
W ith Benedetto C ro ce we must come to see
that “ the aesthetic fact is not something
exceptional, produced by exceptionally
gifted men, but a ceaseless activity of man
as such; for man possesses the world, so
far as he does possess it, only in the form
of representation-expressions, and only
knows in so far as he creates."1 W e are
artists all, to paraphrase a well-known ex
pression, and the consequences of our art
is inevitably a better and more just world.
But we do not consciously w ork toward this
end, nor d o we submit to any ideological
design in terms of organizing ourselves
and our activity. Life itself is our only
blueprint and the methodology we disci
pline ourselves by is the spontaneity that is
fundamental to human character. At best,
as C ro ce points out, there is a mere
quantitative difference separating the
ordinary man from the great artist, for the
’ source of energy for both is their common
human nature. W ere the average man *
totally lacking in imagination and aesthetic
sense, no artist could talk beyond himself.
‘T h e cult of the genius with all its at
tendant superstitions has arisen from this
quantitative difference having been taken
N

as a difference in quality," Croce points •
out. "It has been forgotten that genius is
not something that has fallen from heaven,
but humanity I t s e l f . T o look toward
political leadership for the Initiative for
real social change, therefore, is to be
turned in the exact opposite direction to
ward which we should be pointed.
Strange as it may appear to some, one of
the most faithful champions of the
aesthetic as a guide to freedom is the
anarchist. Anarchism has been much
maligned over the years and it is difficult to
discuss the idea without conjuring up all
kinds of misconceptions about i t At pres
ent, however, the anarchist idea is once
again being taken seriously, as witnessed
b y the large number of books and scholarly
articles being published about it It will
be contended here that the revival of in

terest in the idea of anarchism is due to
the widespread realization that anarchism
is much more than a political doctrine. As
more and more people are coming to see,
anarchist thought makes an important con
tribution in the realm of aesthetics. M y
purpose here will be to establish the close
relationship that exists between anarchism
and art and to suggest some ways in which
anarchist thought might be put to theoretical
use in the area of social reconstruction.

II
Since Pierre-Joseph Proudhon was the first
to call himself an anarchist, it is not im 
proper that we start with his attitude toward
art and the artist. Central to all of Proud
hon's social thought Is the idea that social
progress stems from the activity of man's
creative spirit If we would build a sound

society in the future, Proudhon maintained,
we must somehow free man from the
fetters which presently restrict his im agi
nation and keep him in servitude to the
political stale and other Instruments of
repression. Human progress depends,
according to Proudhon, not upon the re
form of political institutions but upon the
education of mankind in the ways of its
own social nature, for man is basically a
creative being who has been robbed of his
natural social propensities by the crushing
weight of the political restrictions he has
imposed upon himself over the centuries.
T o the extent that man derives insight into
•the content and meaning of his own basic
nature, he becomes capable of perfecting
himself and living in freedom and social
unity with his fellowman.
Displaying a genuine commitment to
science in the very best sense of the term,
Proudhon refused to confine his thinking
within the rigid boundaries of any intellec
tual discipline, and hence he acknowledged
poetry and art as being at least as im
portant as sociology, economics, or
political economy. In Proudhon's view of
things, social progress lakes place as the
human race becomes reeducated in the
ways of its own social nature. According
to Proudhon, this is essentially a collective
rather than an individual process. Yet
Proudhon saw clearly in his own mind that
it is the individual rather than the mass
upon whom progress really depends. Mass
society has no form apart from the indi
vidual. It follows from this that social
progress can only take place to the extent
that the individual differentiates himself
from the mass. But, Proudhon insisted, the
individual's redemptive progress cannot
proceed faster than the general pace of
social advance made by society as a whole,
and hence it Is impossible to draw a hard
and fast line between the individual and
the collective.
Central to Proudhon's contention that
social progress stems from the activity of
man's creative spirit is the correlative
principle that art and the artist are essen
tial to the health of society, for the
dialectical surge toward human perfection
wends its way from one plateau of beauty
to another. Truth, to Proudhon, was noth
ing less than the continuous progress of
mind from poetry to prose.4 Th is is why
Proudhon, like Plato before him, insisted

that the poet must never allow himself to
become a partisan to a cause, whether that
cause be social, political, or religious.
For "every society declines the moment
it falls into the hands of the ideologists,"
Proudhon proclaimed.4
It is no doubt true, as Benedetto Croce
points out. that Proudhon was greatly pre
occupied with morals, and that his
anarchism, for that very reason, had a dis
tinctively religious ring to it.1 Croce is
much too severe, however, when he argues
that Proudhon viewed art merely as a ■
means to social reform. Art, for Proudhon,
had the same basic function that it had for
Shelley or any other artist But like
• Shelley, Proudhon felt the need for social
reform so deeply that the subject was
rarely off his mind, and thus it was Im
possible for him to discuss the one without
at least an oblique reference to the other.
What is really* fundamental in Proudhon’s
thought is his libertarian idealism which
led him to hope that man might in the
future realize the social strengths he Is
capable of by nature. "M an is by nature a
sinner, — that is, — not essentially ///doing, but rather ill-done, — and it is his
destiny to perpetually re-create his ideal
in himself," Proudhon wrote.4 This 1$ what
• Raphael, the "greatest of all painters,"
meant when he maintained that the func
tion of the artist is not to portray man and
things as nature made them but rather as
they should be made, Proudhon continued.
In the final analysis it is the artist— painter,
writer, poet, philosopher— who must give
society crucial insight into its own nature.
W here they fail to provide such guidance,
society must flounder in its efforts to
establish a real social order.
Peter Kropotkin, adapting anarchist theory
to the nineteenth century notion of social
evolution, followed Proudhon in maintain
ing that mankind Is inevitably progressing
toward social perfection. It is still not
'w idely understood, however, that Kropot
kin’s fascination with the idea of nature
was not so much scientific as it was
aesthetic.7 If there is any lesson to be
' learned from the study of evolution,
Kropotkin held, it is the conclusion that
the principle of solidarity characterizes
every facet of the animal world. But un
fortunately, man, being human, does not
always recognize the essential character of
his own moral nature, Kropotkin com 
plained. Th e social problem, then, Is to
give form and shape to the vague feeling
of social solidarity man feels within him
self. And here, according to Kropotkin, we
are dependent upon the artist to transpose
the truths of nature into effective social
convictions. If the great naturalists of the
nineteenth century such as Byron,
Lermontov, Goethe, and Shelley were
• capable of extracting from nature the in
spiration for good and beautiful lives,
.Kropotkin wrote, why should today's poet
fail to do the same?

And when the poet has found the
proper expression for his sense of
communion with the Cosmos and his
unity with his felfow-man, he becomes
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capable of Inspiring millions of men
with his higher enthusiasm. He makes
them feet what Is best In them, and
awakens their desire to become better
still. He produces In them those
ecstasies which were formerly con
sidered as belonging to the province
. of religion.9 .
It was for this purpose
called upon the poets,
and musicians to come
great social revolution.

that Kropotkin
painters, sculptors,
join the ranks of the
For the principal

mission of the artist Is to demonstrate to
the people the ugliness of existing society
and the "absurdities of the present social
order."4
But again like Proudhon, Kropotkin Is no
where guilty of the superficial thinking
Which characterizes the outlook of the
elitist, nor was he foolish enough to sup
pose that the purpose of art is purely
didactic. Th e general effect of art is to
inspire mankind as to what is. true and
beautiful, and in this task the artist is es
sential. But Kropotkin had no more use f o r
the aristocratic principle in art than he
did in politics. It is the people w ho pro
duce great a r t he maintained, and not the
few. Th is Is the reason for anarchism’s
total rejection of political power as a
possible means of effecting social order.
For it is only when the people are unin-
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hibited by (aw and formal political author
ity that the creative energies of human
nature may rise to the surface of human
society and display themselves.
Kropotkin gives expression to his deep in
terest in aesthetics In Mutual Aid, one of
his most Important works. T h e breathtaking
beauty and grandeur of medieval archi
tecture was not so much due to the skill
of the medieval craftsman, according to
Kropotkin, as it was to the magnificence
and profundity of the medieval conception
of life. Medieval art "was grand because it
was born out of a grand idea."11 Th e wellspring of medieval art, as with Greek art
before it, was the brotherhood and social
unity the craftsman daily experienced in
his community. T h e exhilarating vigor
which springs forth from his craftsmanship
was a reflection of the vigor of the
medieval idea. Medieval architecture was
magnificent, Kropotkin held, because the

souls of those who created it were nur
tured on an ethic of cooperation and
mutual trust. If the present age Is to
duplicate the artistic accomplishments of
the medieval period, it must first construct
a social order which will allow men to
develop healthy social personalities. It
was the artist In Kropotkin as m uch as the
. social reformer that caused him to write:
"Art, in order to develop, must be bound
■up with industry by a thousand Intermediate
degrees, blended, so to say, as Buskin
and the great Socialist Morris have prbved
so often and so well. Everything that
surrounds man, in the street, in the in
terior and exterior of public' monuments,
must be of a pure artistic form ."11 Ulti
mately, Kropotkin's advocacy of com 
munism was based less on the moral
stance that he took than on his conviction
that only In a society where all men and
women enjoy not only leisure and comfort
but beauty as well can the better aspects of
human nature rise to the surface. In an
anarchistic society constructed along
communistic lines, Kropotkin held, a di
versity of art associations will spring up,
thereby supplying the culture with
abundant sources of energy for its aesthetic
developm ent
T h e essential key to a correct understand
ing of anarchist thought lies in its co n 
ception of nature as It relates to the
aesthetic. Nowhere is this more succinctly
expressed than in the writings of B a rtolemeo Vanzetti as he languished In
prison awaiting execution for a crim e that
he had not committed. Exhibiting an Intui
tive fee) for beauty an d the poetic
temperament that is so characteristic of
Italians, Vanzetti revealed the profound
depths of his soul when he wrote to a
sympathetic adm irer in China, "N ature has
gave us unphantomed treasures for the
security and elevation of life, it breath in
our heart an unquenchable long of free- .
dom, and ft gifts us of such faculties
which, if free and cultivated, w ould make a
w onder of u s ."12 Since Vanzetti w as not
permitted to live long enough to develop
his thought to its logical end, we can only
surmise what he had in m ind when he
suggested that the key to social order and
progress lies in nature. But one thing is
perfectly clear and that is that the pro 
found regard for nature as the wellspring '
of all that Is social in life is fundamental to
the thinking of all anarchists and is
therefore central to an understanding of
the anarchist idea itself.
•
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Solid philosophical foundations for the
anarchist’s attitude toward nature is to be
found in the writings of a num ber of
highly reputed philosophers and aesthetic
theorists, all of whom directly or indirectly
share in the general outlook of a social
psychology derived from the Enlighten
ment. "It cannot be stressed enough that
the key to a fundamental understanding,
not only of man, but of the world as well,
is to be sought in the relation between
creativity and symbolic reality," Erich
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Neumann writes.1’ Drawing a close
analogy between the human unconscious
and nature, Neumann points out that the
source of all human creativity Is the
unconscious level of human existence
rather than the conscious. On the con
scious level of existence, men succumb to
the symbolic truths that their common
everyday experience imposes upon them,
and hence it is that they accept such brutal
institutional arrangements as capital pun
ishment and w ar and prisons as real.
On the unconscious level of existence, on
the other hand, man makes contact with
what is real and fundamental in human
nature, finding there the clue to his true
identity. This is not to suggest that human
nature consists of any set pattern of traits
or instincts, or that all men are identical *
with respect to their essential natures.
It is rather to argue that human reality is
not a concrete mass of atoms and mole
cules but a shifting kaleidoscope which
changes continuously as man becomes
conscious of the meaning of the symbols
he has imposed upon himself. T o discover
his true social identify, man must some
how uncover the multitudinous levels of
myth which the mind has embraced from
the very beginning of human history. But .
' to do this, he must first become aware of
the precise way in which symbols turn
into myths to hold him captive to the past
It is in this area that the writings of Ernst
Cassirer and Susan Langer are indispens
able. As Cassirer points out, the world we .
inhabit has no form or substance from the
social point of view apart from the design *
men have impressed upon it through the
medium of language. In the beginning the
world was mere chaos or at best a void,
given as it was to the growth of biological
species that reacted to the forces of nature
on the basis of pure chance and environ
mental circumstance. The beginning of
human social consciousness starts with the
development of language, for not until men
can communicate with one another can
they derive any meaning from experience.
. . all the concepts of theoretical knowl
edge constitute merely an upper stratum of
logic which is founded upon a lower
stratum, that of the logic of language,”
Cassirer writes.11 The human mind remains
blank so far as cognition and understand
ing are concerned until it has developed a
series of names by which its experiences
can be classified and labeled. It is impor
tant to recognize here that it is not the
experience or the thing itself that contains
meaning but the names that we apply to
them. Cassirer sums up the foundations of
this view of things when he writes. “ Sweet
and bitter tastes, as well as color and tone,
exist only by convention: in reality there
is nothing but atoms and empty space. All
the sensuous attributes which we custom
arily impute to a body, all the smells,
tastes, and colors, are, in relation to the
object in which we conceive of them as
inhering, nothing but words, by which we
designate not the nature of the object itself
but only its action on us, on the sentient
organism/'"

There is both a positive and negative side
to this process whereby man establishes
the moaning and significance of his
experiences by tagging them with names.
On Ihe one hand, It leads to the develop
ment of language, the vital medium by
which men join hands and create that
society within which their lives are immeas. urably enriched by communication and
interaction. Man's greatest achievement
is. just this ability to develop ideas whereby
he has brought collective order and mean* ing to the experience he has felt as an
individual. "Th e power of conception—
of 'having ideas*— is man's peculiar asset,
and awareness of this power is an exciting
sense of human strength," Susan Langer
writes." However, while language helps
man conceptualize his experiences and
develop advanced systems of communica
tion, it also acts negatively upon society to
the extent that it leads men to accept sym
bolic truths as the bedrock of reality.
Once any particular idea or conceptualiza
tion has become widely accepted as real
or true, it is extremely difficult for people
to give it up and to replace it with a new
conceptualization more adequate to the
new circumstances that time inevitably
brings. This no doubt is why institutional
arrangements inevitably lag a century o r
more behind the advanced social thought
of any society.

It Is instructive in this regard to analyze
carefully the details of the process where
by ideas and concepts become enshrined.
As Ernst Cassirer points out, "Mythology is
inevitable, it is natural, it is an inherent
necessity of language, if we recognize in
language the outward form and manifesta
tion of th o u g h t___”v In their efforts to
acquire new knowledge of the wortd, men
seek to translate their fleeting reactions to
their environment into more permanent
form by giving them names and classifying
them into categories. In itself, as we have
already noted, this process is essentially
positive in that it advances mankind's
understanding of the universe, permitting
the growth and refinement of culture. But
as Cassirer warns, "Any sense impression,
no matter how vague, if it be fixed and
held in language, may thus become a start
ing point for the conception and denotation
of a god/'M When this happens, man
suffers the most horrendous of fates— his

enslavement not to any foreign power or
sovereign but to himself.

H is preclsely'here that the anarchist pro
vides us with helpful insight Into Ihe gen
eral problem imposed upon society when
man erects myths. All anarchists, however
they may be classified as to their economic
or philosophic beliefs, agree on the funda
mental proposition that human slavery
starts and ends with myth. Man as a
political animal is the product of countless
generations of development wherein he has
progressively enslaved himself by fettering
his reason with the chains of superstition
bom of fear. The anarchist holds that
the precise point at which man lost his
freedom cannot be determined but we can
be relatively certain that the cause of his
enslavement stemmed from his forebears’
readiness to grovel in the dust at the feet
of the gods he erected to protect him from
the things he could not understand or
control. Man's greatest enemy in this
regard has been himself. Unable to attain
that solidarity that is .essential for real
community, mankind has from the earliest
of times taken refuge in myth In a futile
effort to find the security that is so neces
sary to collective life. Mankind, to be sure,
was never conscious of the fact that it was
in the process of enslaving itself to the
stultifying grip of a collective tyranny from
which it might never escape again, for as
Ernst Cassirer has observed, men who live
under the sway of myth are never con
scious of the fact that their lives are domi
nated by images and symbols which took .
form and shape in the dim recesses of the **
past/9 The impulses that surge through
man as he performs his rites of magic and
religious atonement are deep-seated,
unconscious relics of the past over which
he has absolutely no control. If he were
conscious of their existence, he would no
longer be under their power; tf we would
escape from the chains which antiquity
has fastened upon us in the forms of
mythical thought, we must adopt a method
adequate to the task to be accomplished.

Although Michael Bakunin, the notorious
anarchist, may have been given to fanati
cism and Intemperance in his personal
behavior during life, he has left us with i
great deal of wisdom concerning the prob
lem of overcoming mythical thought. T o
this day, Bakunin strikes those who dare to
read his writings as someone to be feared
because of the apparent irreverence with
which he denounces the idea of god.
When Bakunin argued that It is necessary
to abolish the idea of god from our minds
if we woutd be free, however, he was not
so much sacrilegious as he was Icono
clastic; he was opposed to the idea of god
net because he favored the bad over the
good but because it is before the god idea
considered as supreme power that man
kind has prostrated itself throughout •
history until today men are almost totally
lacking in the strength to live in social
order with one another. If we would again
become free, we must abolish the very
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thought of god, i.e., myth, from our minds,
for it is oniy thus that we have any hope
of reclaiming the pristine social qualities
of our human nature, Bakunin held.
Although Bakunin, like most everyone else
who lived in the nineteenth century, was
greatly affected by the philosophy of Hegel,
he departed radically from the Hegelian
conception of world order when he postu
lated the novel idea that history “ is the
revolutionary negation of the past.*’2* Man,
essentially an animal, according to
8akunin, has behind him his primitive
beginnings during which he erected a
social structure built upon a foundation of
language and thought. Rejecting his
heritage as grossly inadequate, Bakunin
called upon men to look forward to the
development of their humanity in the future.
In urging us to look forward to the future
'rather than back to the past, Bakunin puts
himself squarely within the Enlightenment
view of human progress. According to
Bakunin, "The only thing that can warm
and enlighten us, the only thing that can
emancipate us, give us dignity, freedom,
and happiness, and realize fraternity
among us, is never at the beginning,. . .
but always at the end of history/**1 What
we must do if we would become whole
again, whfc*h is to say free, is to reject the
mythical patterns^! thought the human
mind became steeped in during the primi
tive era of history and replace them with
rational patterns of behavior drawn from
life.

resort to force In the hands of officialdom.
Drawing upon the writings of Shaftsbury,
Cassirer points out that "the nature and
value of beauty do not lie In the mere
emotional effect they produce upon man,
but in the fact that they reveal the realm of
form/*24 Modem science, given as it is to
the observation of empirical phenomena,
tends to overlook the degree to which
things are teleological in nature, and this
is especially true of behaviorly oriented
social scientists who have of late become
obsessed with mathematics and quantifica
tion. For Cassirer as for Bakunin, nature is
not primarily the full range of the varieties
of created things but the "creative power
from which the form and order of the >
universe are derived." There is a basic
design in nature, that is to say, that
portends the ultimate form and shape of
all things according to the perfection that
any particular species might look forward
to attaining under ideal conditions. O r to
put it another way, "Nature is nothing but
a force implanted in things and the law by
which all entities proceed along their
* proper paths,” 25 Working from this set of
basic assumptions, Cassirer has no diffi
culty in pronouncing the individual human
being who puts himself in tune with nature
perfectly capable of voluntarily leading a
fully social existence with his fellowpien,
and thus for him, as for the anarchist, the
state becomes superfluous if not a
pernicious force.

s
In Bakunin’s view of things, life and nature
are not two separate and distinct entities
but one and the.same thing, and the
primary quality that identifies them both is
the power of human creativity which is
synonymous with rationality. Outspokenly
critical of those of his contemporaries who
interpreted the eye-catching .achievements
of nineteenth century science as an Indica
tion that# the scientist is the true savior of
humanity, Bakunin issued a severe warn
ing against this type of elitist thinking.
"Life atone spontaneously creates real
things and beings,” he postulated.
"Science creates nothing; it establishes and recognizes only the creations of
life."22 And again he urged: "Th e sole
mission of science is to light.the road.
Only life, delivered from all its governmen
tal and doctrinaire barriers, and given full
liberty of action, can create/** When
anarchists argue for spontaneity of thought
and action over a rigid adherence to formal
rules and form imposed by authority, the
basis of their preference is to be found in
the aesthetic inclinations expressed by
Michael Bakunin and others who describe
life as being synonymous with nature.
■

The striking similarity between the way
that Michael Bakunin viewed nature and
the view of nature posited by Ernst
Cassirer permit us to claim that anarchism,
considered as an aesthetic theory rather
than a political one, has much to offer
those who would reform society without

evidence, which accompanies empirical
statement/'2* T o the extent that art and
nature are synonymous, anarchism presents
itself a9 a highly useful guide to human
freedom and we would do well to ja k e a
fresh look at i t
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Continued from Page 17
, tivity any of his comrades he was usual*
ly true to his word. He once was in
volved, together with Gatti (nicknamed
’'the Engineer") in the digging of a tun
nel right into the penitentiary at Punta
C arr etas, through which several com
rades escaped before the tunnel was
discovered (these escapees went on to
Spain to fight Franco).

Comparison of the two books highlights
the question o f what ro le, i f any, v io l
ence should play in the anarchist move
ment. It is difficult to sympathise with
the activities of Ravachol, for instance,
who was surely not limited to only one
course o f action1
. Unfortunately, too
many people are convinced that "propa
ganda by the deed" is an integral part of
anarchist philosophy. The Argentinian
anarchists, however, firs tly played a
significant role in the organisation o f
strikes demanding more humane working

conditions. Tho roply from the Siato
consisted of senseless violence from tho
m ilitary, tho police, and the Patriotic
League's te rro ris t squads. The thous
ands of workers and ethnic minorities
massacred by the Patriotic League
served as the basis of the rewards for
these fascist thugs from the State. The
more people a particular "patriot" had
killed the greater his reward. Once
the workers* uprisings had been definit
ively crushed in this manner the State
conveniently placed the whole "incident"
in the Archives. As the author so right
ly puts it, "Anarchists don't have Arch
iv e s ". Nobody can be surprised to find,
therefore, that anarcho-bandit gangs
were formed in the Argentine during this
period.
It is also not surprising to find that
"successful" as the activities of these
bands may have been their actions did
not result in an anarchist revolution in
the Argentine. The population was
thoroughly frightened by the m ilitary

. might of tho Stato, and guerilla warfare
ia not very conducive to the Bpreading
and reception, by the people, of revolu
tionary ideaa because of the necessarily
eocrotlvo nature of their operations.
Tho facts outlined In both of those coffeetable books would suggest that vanguardist actions are always doomod to fail un
less they arc accompanied by a popular
conscious wish for freedom and a popu
la r recognition of the re a l enemy.
Finally, I should like to point out that
• the communists and socialists in the
Argentine labour movement of the time
behaved true to form . They attempted
to gain favour with the Government,
which was doing its best to k ill every
thing that moved or dared to think, by
publicly disowning the ana rchists and
uttering such helpful phrases as, "An
ar chism means chaos". Oh w ell, I
suppose it makes a change from the
usual "Petty-bourgeois deviationist"!
Nino

Staffa.

M A LA TES TA
on Workerism and Class Hatred
I T O L D T H E M IL A N JU R Y S O M E T H IN G
A B O U T T H E C L A S S S T R U G G L E A N D TH E
P R O L E T A R IA N W H IC H HAS A R O U S E D C R IT
IC IS M A N D A S T O N IS H M E N T . IT W O U L D BE
A S W E L L T O E X A M IN E W H A T I S A ID .
I protested indignantly about the accusation of
having incited to hatred; I explained that in my
propaganda I had always sought to demonstrate
that social evils do not depend on the w icked
ness o f this o r that boss, of this or that ruler,
but on the very institution o f ownership and gov
ernment, and that, therefore, they cannot be
remedied by changing the personnel of dominat
ion but only by breaking down the ve ry princip
le of the domination of man over man; and I also
said that I had always insisted that proletarians
are not personally better than bourgeois, which
is proved by the fact that when a worker arrives,
b y whatever circumstance, at a position of wea
lth and power, he generally behaves like an or
dinary bourgeois, and often much worse.
These declarations have been distorted, fals
ified and put in a bad light by the bourgeois
press, and that's understandable. It's the job of
the press paid to defend the interests of the pol
ice and the capitalists to hide from the public
the true nature of anarchism and to seek to give
c re d ib ility to the picture of the h a te-d rive n , de
stroying anarchist;* it's in their contracts, but we
have to a llo w that they often do it in good faith
out of ignorance pure and simple. Journalism
used to be o vocation but now it's descended to
the level o f an industry, a technique, and j o i r nalisfs have not o n ly lost all moral sense, but
also the intellectual honesty of not talking about
something you know nothing about.
But let'* leave the hacks in their gutter, and
talk about people who are still our friends even
though they differ from us in their ideas (often
only in the w ay of expressing ideas), because
they are sincerely aiming at the same goal as
ourselves.
Th e ir astonishment 1$ so completely unjustif
ied that I'm almost inclined to think that they
are putting it o n . They ca n 't possibly be ignor
ant of what I've* been saying and w riting for
more than fifty years, and what hundreds and
thousands of anarchiste hove said along wJthrme

and before m e.
So let's talk about the disagreement.

*

There ore some "workerists " who bel ieve that
the fact of having callouses on your hands means
that you have been d ivinely invested w ith a ll
the good qualities and virtues, and who protest
if you dare to talk of the people and humanity
and neglect to swear on the sacred name of the
proletariat.
W e l l , it's a truism that history has made the
proletariat the principal instrument of the next
social transformation, and that the people who
are struggling for the construction of a society
in which all human beings are free and supplied
w ith the means of exercising freedom, have to
rely prin cip a lly on the proletariat.
Since the cornering of natural wealth and of
the capital produced by the work of past and
present generations is the main cause o f the pre
sent subjection of the masses and of a ll social
evils, it's natural that those who have nothing
and are therefore more directly and more obv
iously interested In the communal isation of the
means of production, will be the principal ag
ents of the necessary expropriation. But this is
no reason to make a fetish of poor people just
because they are poor, nor to encourage the
belief that they are essentially superior, and
that because of the position they are in , w hich
they neither deserve nor w ant, they have acq
uired the right to do the evil to others that oth
ers do to them. The tyranny of those with horny
hands (which tn practice is always the tyranny
of a few w ho, if they once did have callouses,
have them no longer) would not be less hard,
lei* w icked, less rich in lasting evils than the
tyranny of the silk y-p a lm e d . It might be less
enlightened and more brutal: that's a l l .
Poverty would not be the horrible thing it is
if , besides the material evils and physical degr
adation, it did not also produce, when it Is pro
longed from generation to generation, a moral
coarsening. The poor have vices which are d if
ferent to, but not better than, the vices produc
ed In the privileged classes by wealth and power.
If the bourgeoisie produces G lo llttis , G r a z f anis and the whole long procession of the tort
urer* of mankind, from the great conquerors to

small, greedy, bloodsucking bosses, it also pro
duces the Cafieros, the Reel u s', the Kropotkins,,
all the many in all ages who have sacrificed
their class privileges for an id e a l. If the prolet
ariat has provided and is still providing many
heroes and martyrs in the cause of human liber
ation, it also provides the W hite G uards, the
executioners, the betrayers of their own brothers]
without whom the bourgeois tyranny could not
last a single d a y .
How can hatred ever be raised to a principle
o f justice, to an enlightened feeling of vin d ic 
a tio n , when it is obvious that the e vil is every
where and depends on causes that transcend in
dividual w ill and responsibility.
Class struggle, If you like, if by class strugg
le is meant the fight of the exploited against
the exploiters for the abolition o f exploitation.
This is the means of moral and material elevat
ion and is the principal revolutionary force that
can be counted on today.
But hatred, n o . Because love and justice can
not come from hatred. Hate gives rise to venge
ance, the desire to lord it over enemies, the
need to consolidate one's own superiority. Hat
red, if it Is controlled, can form the basis of
new governments, but not of an anarchist society.
Hatred can, unfortunately, be o n ly too well
understood in those many unfortunate people
who are tortured ond tormented by society in
their bodies and their feelings: but once the
hell in w hich they live is enlightened by the
ideal of anarchism, the hate disappears, and
the desire to fight for the good of others bums
bright.
That's w hy there are no people realty driven
by hate in our ranks, though there are many . '
who are rhetoricians of hate. They are acting
like the poet w ho, whilst being a pea ce -loving
fa m ily-m a n , celebrates hatred and bloodbaths
in his poetry because he finds that a w ay of
w riting good l i n e s . . . o r bad ones. They talk of
hatred, but their hate Is based on l ove.
And that Is w hy I love them, even when they
insult me.
"Umanita N o v a " , 20th September, 1921.

